With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate.

(6) Al-An'aam
This Surath which contains 165 verses revealed all together at a time during the end of
Messenger s Meccan period. The name of this Surath came from the verses 138–139 and 143–
144. Meccan pagans considered some cattle as forbidden and some as permitted according to
their whim and selfishness. By revealing this Surath the Three Time Knower Lord is clearing to
mankind what is forbidden and what is permitted.
This Surath emphasizes the oneness of the Lord countering the shirk (associating others in the
dominion the Lord of Universe). By inviting attention of people in to the natural signs such as
sun, moon, stars and also to the germination, growth, and ruining of plants and cultivations,
Lord emphasizes the presence of the Creator of Universe and the happening of the Day of
judgment. This Surath mentions more about the Lord s Book than any other Suras. This Surath
warns that if Lord s Book is not utilized and are not given to others for utilizing, they are
ruining themselves. Such wrong doing people are not repudiating to Messenger or believer,
but they are repudiating with the verses of the Lord. Believer can only warn who hears Adhikr
with the participation of the heart. All other Muslims are like the dead and Lord has made lid
upon their hearts and veil on their ears not to understand It, and they will be raised up and
returned for the judgment. The verse 55 says that Lord s verses are explained to clear out the
ways of Mujirims for the mankind. The verses 89–90 warn that Lord s Book Adhikr is the
Reminder for the entire world, and if these– Mujirim people– who are the bearer of It hide It
from the mankind, Lord will entrust It to another people who will not hide It. Anyway, Lord of
the Universe will spread His Speech throughout the world before happening of the first crucial
sign of the Dooms Day. The verse 104 says, whether male/ female if utilizes Lord s Book as
Insight, it is for the sake of him and if neglects, the loss is upon her. The verse 116 warns
Prophet and believers not to obey hypocrites and their blindly following disbelievers who are
following only guess and conjecture. The verse 153 says, this is the Lord s Straight path, so
follow It and not to follow other ways. This Surath warns that the human Satan and jinn Satan
inspire the inner chest of mankind with attractive words of cheating in order to follow the
strayed ways of forefathers. This Surath warns that whoever is turning away from the verses of
Lord s Book, he will be suffering evil punishment. The Prophet and the believer have nothing
to do with Muslims who are divided into different groups and have become Mushriks. This
Surath commands Prophet and believer to follow Adhikr– the Straight path– which is the way
of life of Ibrahim– the upright– who was not among Mushriks. This Surath teaches that each
soul is earning for its own, and no bearer of burden will bear others burden on the Day of
Judgment. Each and every one should return to the Lord on the Day of Judgment, and then
Lord will notify each of them in what they had been differing from the Book. This Surath
concludes saying that the mankind created in the paradise is deputed in to the earth in order
to test with whatever he/ she has been provided and to test who will bear the vicegerency of
the Impartial Lord and who will bear vicegerency of Kafir Satan.

With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the compassionate,
1. Praise be to Allah, Who has created the Heavens and Earth, He made darknesses and
Light, yet those who disbelieved are making equals to their Lord.
Just like this Surath, Sura Fathiha, Kahf, Saba a and Fathir also begin by praising the Lord Allah.
In this verse plural form darknesses is used, whereas Light is used in singular form. That
means the way of Allah–the Light– is the one, whereas the ways of satan–darknesses– are
many. Both Allah and His Book are denoted as the Light as explained in the verses 2: 257.
Therefore, whoever holdfasts Adhikr – the Light – can only return into the Light – Lord of the
worlds, while all other Muslims who are hiding and rejecting Adhikr – the Light – will return to
the Hell as explained in the verse 4: 118. Even though they are uttering Allah with their
tongue, their concept about the Lord is so evil that they hide Lord in the soul of the Book and
are accepting others as intercessors and mediators. They are the people making others equal
to Allah as explained in the verse 2: 165. The scene of arguing, quarreling, blaming and
abusing the arrogant leaders and their blind followers in the Hell is explained in the verse 2:
166–167. See the explanation 2: 213, 256 and 4: 174–175.
2. He is the One Who created you from clay, then He decreed a stated term; and there is a
determined fixed term near Him, yet you are on doubting!
Lord Allah created mankind from the sperm of male and ovum of female; and in the 4 th
month He inspired His spirit through an Angel into the child which is in the womb of mother as
explained in the verses 2: 28 and 4: 1. The stated term mentioned in the verse is the death for
every individual. For the people, determined fixed term is the punishment of the Lord when all
becomes wrongdoers and transgressors as explained in the verse 6: 47; and the determined
fixed time for entire world is the Dooms day as explained in the verse 1: 3. Among the entire
mankind Muslims who are only reading these verses are having more doubt in all matters than
any other people since they hide and reject Adhikr – The Truth – which is the must to clear all
the doubt as explained in the verse 2: 147 and 5: 48. They are the Mujirims mentioned in 50
places, and on the Day of Judgment they will say oh our Lord! We have seen and we have
heard the agony of Hell, so you send us back to the worldly life for doing righteous deeds,
indeed we have got confirmed Truth as explained in the verse 3: 154. See the explanation 3:
185 and 4: 78–79.
3. And He is Allah in Heavens and in Earth, He knows your secret and disclosing, and He
knows whatever you are earning.
Three Time Knower Allah is the Lord who created and to Him belongs the universe and
whatever is in it as explained in the verse 2: 29. Mankind created in the paradise is deputed to
the earth in order to testify with whatever they are provided as told in the verses 5: 48 and 6:
165.

For all Muslims living aimlessly and heedlessly without becoming believers and are not
preparing paradise here, will get Hell which they are not earning intentionally as explained in
the verse 2: 286. See the explanations 2: 107, 255 and 4: 133.
4. And no verse from the verses of their Lord is coming to them except they are neglecting It.
This verse is repeated in 36: 46. As told in this verse, it was the habit and approach of the
disbelievers in Mecca and the Jews and Christians in Medina towards Lord s verses, after 30
years of prophet's departure this habit and approach are seen in Muslims who are reading
6236 verses in the Lord's Book as explained in the verse 3: 7. Today Adhikr – the speech of
Lord – which explains each and everything is formed. But Quran reading Muslims (the
disbelieving hypocrites and their blind followers – Fujjar) are hiding and rejecting the Lord s
Book, so that they are in doubt about the Lord, Prophets, Messengers, Angels, the Book and
the Day of Judgment as explained in 4: 136–140. These wrongdoers are even in doubt about
the number of verses in the Lord s Book even though they are mathematicians, Engineers,
Doctors etc. They are saying that number of verses is 6666 and some of them are saying
simply that number of verses is more than 6000. They have no confirmed truth that the
number of verses in the Lord s Book is 6236. These Mujirims are the worthless and worst
creatures and they are the fuel of fire from mankind as explained in the verse 2:39 and 3:10.
See the explanation 2: 121; 3: 138 and 4: 63
5. Then surely they rejected the Truth whenever It came to them, so information will come
to them concerning whatever they have been ridiculing with it.
The Truth mentioned in 176 verses is Adhikr. But today Muslims are carrying It just like the
donkeys are carrying burden. The similitude of hypocritical leaders as well as their common
people who are hiding and rejecting Lord s Book is that of a dog which will not change its
attitude whether attacked or not as explained in the verse 3: 86. Since their thought and
concept about Lord Allah is so evil, they are serving and helping the Satan. They will ridicule
the believer who is following Adhikr as an odd liar as explained in the verse 4:61. These
aimless and heedless people do not know that they are following the footsteps of Satan as
explained in the verse 2: 168–169. These wrongdoers will wail on the Day of Judgment biting
their hand as explained in 2: 222. See the explanation 2: 14 – 15, 212
6. Have not they seen how many generations We wiped out whom We had established on
Earth before them in a way We didn t establish you? And We sent the sky upon them in
abundant, We made rivers flowing beneath them; and We wiped out them all due to their
offenses, and We raised up another generations after them.

Today among all the mankind, Muslims are only reading these verses. But they are deaf, dumb
and blind about Lord s verses. These worthless people are involved in enjoying this bodily and
worldly life without considering the soul and Hereafter. They are not utilizing the Book Dhikra
mentioned in the verses such as 6: 90; 20: 99 – 100 and 89: 23 which is the Balance and Trust
to keep the universe in its equilibrium and are not giving It to others to utilize. They are not
accepting and following any Messenger, instead they are following 29 pseudo–prophets and
are welcoming the 30th pseudo–prophet Antichrist .They will be killed by the second coming
of Jesus as explained in the verse 4: 91. See the explanation 4: 133, 5: 65 – 66.
7. Even though We had sent down upon you a Book in a paper, then they touch It with their
own hands, verily those who disbelieved would still say that indeed this is surely nothing
except manifest sorcery.
During the period of Messenger Muhammed, Lord's Book was not codified. The disbelievers
were asking him why a codified Book is not revealed to you as told in the verse 25: 32,
sometimes they told Prophet we would not believe in your ascending to the paradise and
your meeting with the Lord until you make reveal upon us a Book for reading as told in the
verse 17: 93 and sometimes they asked This Reading is in our language and if It is from the
Lord Allah why It is not revealed in other language than Arabic as told in the verse 41: 44. The
first copy of Lord s Book was codified during the time of first Khalifa Aboobaker as explained
in the Introduction under the Title Codification . Being a reply to their demand the Three
Time ask: Knower Lord says that if it is revealed as a Book and if they touched it the
disbelievers would not become believers, instead they will say: It is nothing but a manifest
sorcery . Lord has told in the verses 17: 105 – 106 that We have revealed the Truth Adhikr part
by part for reading It upon mankind step by step.
Today Adhikr mentioned in the verses such as 15: 6, 9; 16: 44; 24: 24, 105; 41: 41 – 43; 38: 8
and 43: 44 is codified as a Splendid Book explaining each and everything as told in the verse
16: 89 in Malayalam language being the answer for the question of disbelievers in Mecca as
told in the verse 41: 44. But Muslims all over the world are hiding and rejecting Lord s Book
which is the Speech of Lord for purifying the soul as explained in the verse 4: 165. And they
are preventing It from the entire people and from themselves, by which they are not ruining
except themselves, but they perceive it not as explained in the verses 6: 25–26. These people
are the worst creatures as told in the verse 98: 6 and 8: 22 since they are blind, deaf and dumb
without utilizing their intelligence as explained in the verse 5: 115. See the explanation 2:4,
254 and 4: 82
8. And they ask: Why an Angel is not sent down upon him? And if We had sent an Angel
down, surely the command would have been implemented; then they would not be given
respite.
In all period the people who are not having the Knowledge Adhikr were thinking about the
Messengers and Prophets that they should be without having the habit and behavior of

mankind. That means they should not eat or drink, should not walk through out the market,
should not have sexual feeling, should not have diseases, sorrow, death, etc. as told in the
verse 25: 7–9. Today Muslims – the true disbelievers and Mushriks as explained in the verses
4: 150–151 are telling lies about Allah, Messengers and Prophets as explained in the verse 2:
146. They are following 29 pseudo–prophets and are welcoming the 30th pseudo–prophet
Antichrist– Kafir satan. By the second coming of Jesus, he will kill Satan Antichrist, and then all
other people belonging to Messenger s community will approve Jesus, Muhammed as well as
Islam and kill Muslims– the worst creatures. Then all mankind on the Earth will lead a life as
that of angels as explained in the verse 4: 159.
All Angels are believers and the Impartial Lord is implementing His words (Commands)
through them. To know about angels read the Introduction part under the Title The belief
with the Angels . See the explanation 2: 30–33, 210
9. And even if We had made him an Angel, We would have made him a man, then We would
make them in confusion as they are already confusing.
Adhikr is the Criterion and Insight for identifying Lord, Satan, Angels, Jinns, Messengers,
Believers, etc. But Muslims – the true disbelievers – by hiding and rejecting It as explained in
the verse 5: 10 became the transgressors. Since they have not transformed their Jinn soul
mate mentioned in the verse 43: 36–39 in to a believer, they won t see the Lord or Angels at
the time of their death. Instead they will see the Satan gloomily and sadly and will die
witnessing that they were disbelievers as explained in the verse 3: 20.
The Lord selects Messengers from men as well as from angels as told in the verse 22: 75. If
Angels are deputed as Messengers into the mankind, they will also come as men, and so the
disbelievers who are neglecting the Truth Adhikr will not distinguish and they will persist in
their dilemma as they are already in as told in this verse. See the explanation 2: 285 and 4: 97.
10. And surely, the Messengers before you had been ridiculed, then those who were
ridiculing among them were affected with whatever they had been ridiculing.
All Messengers have been ridiculed by their own people. When they all became wrongdoers
and transgressors, they were affected with the punishment about what they had been
ridiculing. Impartial Lord doesn t ruin anyone, but the wrongdoers are doing unjust against
themselves as explained in the verse 2: 57, and they are making themselves the cause for their
destruction. By hiding Adhikr which is the food, cloth and sight of human soul, Muslims all
over the world have become wrongdoers and transgressors. They are ridiculing the Impartial
Lord Allah, Messengers, Prophets and believers who are commanding Justice and prohibiting
evil as explained in the verses 3: 21–22. The Lord Commands to keep up prayer only to the
believers as explained in the verse 4: 103 and the prayer is to maintain the Book Dhikree as

told in the verse 20: 14. But these worst people without following and testifying the Book
Dhikree are seeing sexual organs of opposite genders with their hearts during their prayers as
explained in the verse 2: 239. See the explanation 2: 258 and 4: 140.
11. You say: You Travel along the Earth and then you see how was the consequence of the
rejecters.
All the previous communities had been destroyed when they rejected Adhikr – Lord s Message
to the entire mankind – and became wrongdoers as mentioned in the verse 6: 47,
transgressors as mentioned in the verse 46: 35, Mushriks as mentioned in the verse 30: 42,
Mujirims as mentioned in the verse 7: 84 and mischief makers as mentioned in the verse 7: 86.
It is told in the verse 22: 65 that heaven is not falling down except with Lord s Permission –
Adhikr. And it is told in the verse 30: 25 that it is His sign that Heaven and Earth exist in its
position with His Command – Adhikr. All these verses are being read by only Muslims all over
the world, but these true disbelievers have become wrongdoers, transgressors, Mujirims,
Mushriks and mischief makers without utilizing Adhikr – the Balance and Trust to keep the
universe in its equilibrium – and not giving to other people to utilize it as it should be utilized.
See the explanation 1: 7; 2: 196 and 5: 97.
12. You ask: To whom belongs whatever is in the Heavens and Earth? You say: To Allah , He
has prescribed Mercy as His character; surely He will gather all of you in to the Day of
Judgement about which no doubt; those who have made lost their souls, then they will
never believe.
The Prophet and believers are commanded to ask the disbelievers who are reading these
verses to whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and earth . Then they will keep silent.
Then Prophet and believers should tell them to Allah . Since He has prescribed mercy as His
character, He is not punishing you even though you are involved in disbelief and transgression.
But the Day of Judgment is decided to disclose all your secrets by taking out your record of
deeds as explained in the verse 5: 9. And whoever has not identified and purified the soul
utilizing Adhikr– the Book for purifying– he will be among the losers. Adhikr is the food, cloth
and sight of human soul. Muslims have not identified their soul and they are preferring bodily
and worldly life than the eternal Hereafter and are not fulfilling the aim of life. So they are the
true disbelievers as explained in the verse 4: 151. The verse 39: 15 says so you serve
whatever you wish besides Allah; you declare: Indeed the losers are those who lost their
souls and their families on the Day of Judgment, you know that is the obvious loss . And it is
told in the verse 42: 45: When the disbelievers appeared near the Hell you can see them
fearing due to humility and disgrace, and looking into the fire with stealthy glances. Then
believers will say: Indeed the losers are those who lost themselves and their families; you
know that the wrongdoers are in eternal punishment . Read together 6: 20. See the
explanation 2: 121; 3: 120 and 4: 46.

13. And to Him belongs whatever happens in night and day; and He is the all Hearing, all
Knowing.
The Lord of the universe does not send anyone to paradise or hell after His Book – the Three
Time Knowledge– is codified. But He is observing whatever is happening anywhere at day and
night, and also all the deeds and thoughts are being recorded on the record fastened upon
everyone s neck as explained in the verse 2: 168–169, and the Judgement will be done in the
Hereafter on the basis of it . See the explanation 2: 107, 255 and 4: 78–79.
14. You ask them: Am I accept a patron except Lord Allah– the Asunder of the Heaven and
the Earth? He is feeding everyone while He is not fed; you say: Indeed I am ordered to be
the first one who has submitted everything to him, and you should not to be among the
Mushriks.
Prophet and believers are commanded to say the people am I select any patron except Allah,
while He is the asunder of the heavens and earth; and He is feeding every creature while none
feeds Him; I am commanded to be the one among Muslim who have submitted to the Lord of
the universe and you should not be among the Mushriks who associate others in the dominion
of Lord Allah . Through the verse 39: 64 the Prophet and believers are commanded to ask the
people Oh the ignorant! are you commanding me to serve others besides Lord Allah , and it is
told in the verse 39: 65–66 that verily it is inspired to you and those before you that if you do
Shirk, certainly all your deeds will become futile, and you will be among the losers. Nay, to
Allah then you serve, and be among the grateful. It is told in the verse 39: 12 that I am ordered
to be the first among all Muslims who submitted everything to Allah. The verse 10: 104 ends
assay: I am ordered to be among the believers , and the verse 10: 105 ends as you do not be
among the Mushriks who associate others in the dominion of Allah . Today the worthless
people Muslims mentioned in the verse 25: 18 are only reading these verses, but as these
wrongdoers are carrying Lord s Book like the donkeys carrying burden and their thought about
Lord Allah is evil, Allah s wrath and curse are affected upon them, they have evil
consequences, and for them hell is kept prepared as explained in the verse 2: 46. These
Mujirims are serving the Satan instead of serving the Lord of the universe as explained in the
verse 1: 4. In the Lord s Book Mushriks are mentioned in 55 places such as 2: 221; 30: 31–32;
23: 51–53 and 12: 106. But these worst people by reading Its body (Arabic text) are darting
away from Dheen (Islam) as an arrow is darted away from the bow. Adhikr – the Truth– is
revealed in order to punish the hypocrite men and women, and the Mushrik men and women
who associate others in the dominion of Allah as explained in the verse 3: 115.
To put it briefly, among Muslims only the one whether male or female who has the features
and characters mentioned in the verse 33: 35 will prosper whereas all other Muslims who
have received Lord s Book, but do not utilize It are the losers in the Hereafter since they do not
agree Oneness of Lord and are not belonging to His single Party as explained in the verse 3:

42–43. See the explanation 2: 113; 3: 83–85 and 4: 48
15. You say: Indeed if I disobey my Lord, indeed I fear the punishment of the great day.
This verse is repeated in the verse 39: 13. The servants of Impartial Lord Allah don t disobey or
forget the Lord even for a moment. Such are only living for Him and are obeying Him. They do
and promote to do organic cultivation and planting trees intending the welfare of 1000
communities of Lord s creatures. All other Muslims who are reading these verses forgetting
the Splendid Book Adhikr and there by they became the worthless people who will get hell –
the house of worthless–as fine for living in this forth phase aimlessly and heedlessly as
explained in the verse 3: 30 and 4: 19. See the explanation 2: 152 and 3: 108.
16. Whoever is diverted against it on the Day, then verily he deserved His Mercy, and that is
the manifest triumph.
Since the Mercy – Adhikr – of Impartial Lord is formed as a Book, whoever is utilizing it as the
Ticket to the paradise and Safeguard against all calamities, disasters and accidents in this
world as well as the Safeguard against hellfire in the Hereafter, he will only prosper. See the
explanation 3: 101–102, 185, 4: 124 and 5: 119.
17. And If Allah afflicts you with any distress, no one is to remove it except He; and if He
afflicts you with a good, then He is capable upon each and everything.
If any goodness happens it is from Mercy of Lord Allah while any bad or evil happens it is from
the Satan Kafir as explained in the verse 4: 79. Since the believer is hold fasting the Safe guard
Lord mentioned in the verse 59: 23 by hold fasting the Safe guard Adhikr – unbreakable rope
extended from the paradise to the earth– explained in the verses 3: 103 and 5: 48, no distress
or calamity will affect him/ her. See the explanation 2: 148 and 5: 75–76.
18. And He is supreme authority over His servants, and He is the Wise, well Acquainted.
Allah – Lord of the universe – is the creator of each and everything including the mankind, and
He is ever watching upon His creatures. The verses 11: 56 and 96: 15–16 teach that there is no
creature unless its forelock is with the Lord Allah. Just like Lord Allah, His Speech Adhikr is also
the Wise and Three Time Knowledge. See the explanation 2: 255 and 3: 5–6.
19. You Ask: Which thing is the greatest Witness? You say: Allah s; He is the witness between
you and me, and this Qur an (Reading) inspired into me in order to warn you with It as well
as anyone It will reach; are you witnessing that there are other deities with Allah? You say: I
will not witness! You say: Indeed He is the only single Deity, and surely I am innocent from
whatever you are associating with.
Since the Three Time Knower Lord and His Speech Three Time Knowledge Adhikr are the
greatest witness, whoever from any group of Muslims hides or rejects the greatest witness
Adhikr, then the fire is promised to him as explained in the verse 2: 140. The aim of revealing
6236 verses of Lord s Book and deputing 313 Messengers to the world time to time is in order
to teach the mankind that there is no any Deity except the Lord Allah, and so you serve only

Him. See the explanation 1: 4, 2: 213 and 4: 41.
20. Those to whom We have given the Book recognize Him just like they recognize their own
sons, those who have lost their souls will never believe.
Those who have received Adhikr which explains each and everything should know Lord Allah
and the soul more than they know their own sons. But the hypocrites and their blind followers
who are giving preference to bodily and worldly life than the Hereafter do not identify the
Lord and himself utilizing the Light –Adhikr, and so they will never become believers. See the
explanation 2: 146; 4: 1 and 6: 12.
21. And who is the more wrongdoer than one who forges a lie upon Lord Allah, or one who
rejects His verses? Indeed He will not make prosper the wrongdoers.
The verse 10: 17 says: And who is the more wrongdoer than the one who forges a lie upon
Allah or the one who rejects His verses? Indeed He will not make prosper the Mujirims .
Through the both verses 29: 68 and 39: 32 Allah asks: Who is the more wrongdoing than the
one who forges lie about Allah or rejects the Truth when It comes to him? Is not there an
abode in the Hell for the disbelievers? The disbelievers mentioned in 520 verses, wrongdoers
mentioned in 220 verses, Mujirims mentioned in 50 verses, hypocrites mentioned in 24 verses
and the Mushriks mentioned in 55 verses are the Muslims who read these verses but not
testify them as explained in the verse 4: 139–140. See the explanation 2: 254 and 3: 115.
22. And on one Day We will summon them all together, then We will ask those who were
associating: Where are your associates whom you have been claiming to have?
23. Then there will be no trouble for them except they say: By Allah our Lord, we had not
been associating.
24. You see! How they tell lie against their soul, and strayed against them whatever they
have been forging.
Today only Muslims are reading these verses all over the world. But they became the
worthless by forgetting Adhikr and the Lord Allah. They are arrogant and proud that they are
following Messenger Muhammed and are the believers. Human Satan hypocrites– have been
killed by the Lord Allah– have made their followers Mushriks – associating intercessors and
patrons with Allah – into different groups dividing them and associating others in the
dominion of the Lord Allah as explained in the verse 4: 46. Tomorrow on the Day of Judgment
they will tell lie to Allah–– Three Time Knower–– that we were not among the Mushriks. These
worthless people by forgetting Adhikr – the Soul of the Book– have forgotten themselves.
They have no idea about the soul so that on the Day of Judgment they will be telling lie against
their soul. They don t even know the fact that soul won t perish, but are passing through
different phases. These heedless and aimless people actually are earning hellfire instead of
Paradise as explained in the verses 3: 181– 182. Read together 6: 94. See the explanation 2:
165–167 and 4: 150–151.
25. And among them there are who listen into you, and We have made upon their hearts a

lid for not to understand It, and a veil in their ears and even if they see each and every
verse, they would not believe with them; until they come to you, they will argue with you,
those who disbelieved are saying: indeed this is nothing except the tales of ancestors.
In the verse 17: 45 Allah says: When you recite Qur an We will make an invisible veil between
you and those who disbelieved in the Hereafter , and the verse 46 says: We have made a lid
on their hearts for not understanding It and a veil in their ears . The verse 18: 57 says: Who is
more wrongdoer than the one who is reminded with the verses of his Lord, then turns away
from them and forgets what his own hands prepared? We have made lid over their hearts so
that they can t understand It, and veil is made in their hearing; and so if you are calling them
to the Guidance, they will never become guided .
This verse addresses the disbelievers in Mecca. Some of the disbelievers were listening
prophet s speech. But they had asked Prophet why these verses are not given to us as a Book
written in paper as explained in the verse 6: 7. Today Muslims all over the world are only
reading these verses. Lord has codified Adhikr as the Splendid Book which explains each and
everything. But the hypocrites since they are transgressors can t understand this Speech of the
Lord as explained in the verse 4: 78. This filthy people who are hurrying for the coming of the
Antichrist are considering the Splendid Book Adhikr as tale of ancestors. They are the worst
creatures since they do not hear Adhikr even though they are having ears, and are dumb for
talking about Lord s Book Adhikr. It is told in the verse 7: 179 that Lord will fill the hell with
those who have hearts but do not understand the aim of life, who have eyes but do not see
the Insight Adhikr and they have ears but do not hear Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 6–7
26. And they forbid others about It, and they forbid themselves about It; indeed they are not
destroying except themselves, but they perceive it not.
When this verse was revealed in Mecca Lord s Book was not formed. The Arabic text Quran
was formed after the departure of the Prophet and during the period of the first Khalifa
Aboobaker. The Splendid Book Adhikr in which no falsehood will enter before or after Its
codification as explained in the verse 2: 2 is formed now. But the wrath and curse affected
Muslims who are the true disbelievers are not utilizing themselves and are not giving It to the
other mankind to utilize as the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium as well
as a strong weapon against the terrorism, bloodshed and mischievous activities. These worst
creatures who are belonging to Kafir Satan s party do not wish or try for the harmony of the
mankind. So the odd believer should propagate It to the entire mankind for utilizing It as the
Safeguard from all calamities, disasters, draughts, flood and hell fire, and to form the peace
and tranquil life and the harmony of mankind. The Lord s Book Adhikr reminds the entire
mankind for one community–Mankind, one religion– Natural life Islam and one God– Lord
Allah as told in the verses 2: 213 ; 3: 19, 85 and 23: 51–53. See the explanation 2: 9–12 and 3:
108.
27. And If you see when they are stood upon the Fire, and then they say: Woe to us! If we

are sent back, and we not rejected our Lord s verses and we would have been among the
believers.
Only Muslims all over the world are reading these verses. But they are not utilizing Adhikr as
the Balance and Criterion to identify whether they are believers or disbelievers. These wrong
doing people by forgetting Adhikr –which reminds the scenes coming in the Hereafter– have
made their food rejecting the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr as explained in the verse 3: 70.
On the Day of Judgement these wrong doers by biting their own hands will wail as woe to
me! If I had not selected so and so as intimate friend, verily he strayed me from Adhikr after It
had come to me as explained in the verse 3: 99. Today these Mujirim people don t utilize
Adhikr – the Truth for Assurance. Tomorrow in the Hereafter they will plead to Lord you send
us back, so that we will do righteous deed, we have got confirmed belief as told in the verse
32: 12. According to the verse 34: 31 this weakling disbelievers will say to their arrogant wrong
doing leaders that if you were not, we would have been the believers. See the explanation 2:
28; 3: 133 and 6: 10.
28. Nay, whatever they had been concealing before will be disclosed to them; even though
they are sent back, certainly they would return to what they have been forbidden about,
and indeed they are the liars.
It is told in the verses 39: 47–48 that for these wrongdoers, all the evils of their earnings will
be disclosed and the consequences of what they had been ridiculing will affect upon them. For
them whatever thing in the earth and equal to it if they have, they will be ready to give it as a
ransom, but won t be accepted from them as explained in the verse 3: 91. The verses 63: 1, 9:
107 and 58: 18 also say that the hypocrites are the liars. During their prayers these heedless
and aimless people are seeing sexual organs of opposite genders with their hearts as explained
in the verses 4: 142–143. These Mujirims without utilizing their intelligence are serving and
helping Satan to make a share in their wealth and children as told in the verse 17: 64. While
they are in sex with their spouses, their minds and hearts are concentrated in the sexual
organs of other male or female so that their children will be Fujjar or Kuffar whose ledger is in
Sijjeen as explained in the verse 4: 48.
In the hell which will be filled with mankind and jinn, and there will be not even a gap for
placing a needle, these worst creatures whether male or female mentioned in the verse 8: 22
and 98: 6 will be coincided with their sexual organs with whom they had been thirsty for illegal
sex. All these are happening since these wrong doers are hiding and rejecting the Three Time
Knowledge Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of the Lord s Book after receiving as
explained in the verse 2: 39. See the explanation 2: 168–169; 4: 100 and 5: 104–105.
29. And they say: Indeed this is nothing except the life of here; and we will not be
resurrected.
Today Muslims who are carrying the Lord s Book as the donkeys carrying burden are not

saying with their mouth that there is only the life of this world and we will not be resurrected.
But these aimless, heedless and worthless people are not considering that soul is passing
through different phases and the aim of life in the 4th phase is to identify the Lord, confirm
that he is a believer, prepare paradise in order to inherit it in the 7 th phase Hereafter and to
die by seeing the Lord Allah as explained in the verse 4: 1. Only the believer by utilizing
Adhikr– the Light– fulfills the aim of life. The disbelievers who are hiding Adhikr and Its 40
names as well as their blind followers who are rejecting It without utilizing their intelligence
are serving and helping Satan. So they will get the hell which they are not earning intentionally
as explained in the verse 2: 249 and 286. By forgetting the soul these disbelievers are
preferring the bodily and worldly life as explained in the verse 2: 86. Read together 17: 49–51;
32: 10–11; 36: 78–79; 23: 83–84 and 45: 24.
30. And if you see when they are made stand in front of their Lord, He will ask: Is not this
the Truth? They will say: Of course, by our Lord! He will say: Then you taste the
punishment, since you had been disbelieving .
The verse 46: 34 says: On the Day when the disbelievers will be brought before the Fire, Allah
will ask: Is not this the Truth? They will reply: Yes, by our Lord! Allah will say: Well, then
you taste the punishment now, since you were hiding .
The conditions of disbelievers in the hereafter is explained in the verse 67: 10 as when the
guards of fire ask them Didn t the warners come to you . They will answer: Surely they had
come to us; then we rejected and we said Lord has sent down nothing, indeed you are none
except the liars . They will also say: If we had heard the Book Dhikra or if we had utilized our
intelligence we would not have been the inmates of Hades . See the explanation 3: 106; 4: 102
and 5: 19.
31. Surely, those who rejected the meeting with Allah are lost, until when the Hour comes
suddenly to them, they will wail: Our loss! We were thoughtless about it. And they will be
carrying their burden upon their backs; know! What an evil burden they are bearing.
It is told in the verse 10: 7–8 that indeed those who are not expecting the meeting of Us, and
are satisfied with the worldly life and are tranquil with it, and are heedless about our verses,
will have the hellfire as an abode since they were earning it. Prophet and the believers are
commanded to say mankind through the verses 18: 103–105 as shall we tell you the most
losers of deeds, whose aims of deeds are strayed in this world, while they are reckoning that
indeed they are industrializing good virtues, such are those who hide the verses of the Lord
and about the meeting with Him, so their deeds became futile and we will not make weight
for their deeds on the Day of Judgment . These aimless hypocrites and their blind heedless
disbelievers are the losers as explained in the verse 4: 140. Since they hide and reject the Lord,
Messengers and Prophets by hiding in Lord s Book Adhikr, each Muslim at the time of death
will wail we were thoughtless and careless about this death hour , and on the Day of
Judgment they will wail and witness as indeed they were the disbelievers as explained in the
verses 3: 20–21. They should bear the burden of destroying the world since they do not utilize
Adhikr – the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium and do not give It to

others for utilizing as explained in the verse 6: 26. It is told in the verses 20: 99–100 that
whoever neglects Dhikra, he should bear a burden on the Day of Judgment. See the
explanation 2: 83; 3: 10 and 4: 85.
32. And this Worldly life is nothing except play and amusement, and certainly the eternal
house is better for the heedful; then don t you think utilizing your intelligence?
It is told in the verse 29: 64 that this worldly life is nothing except amusement and play; and
indeed the eternal life is the real life, if they are knowing.
Muslims who are reading these verses have become aimless and heedless and will be filled in
the hell as explained in the verse 2: 104. They are preferring for bodily and worldly life than
the eternal Hereafter and they have not purified their souls. They became the worst creatures
by not following the Best Interpretation of the Lord s Book after receiving It as explained in the
verses 4: 26. Read together 57: 20. See the explanation 2: 44; 3: 196–197 and 5: 57–58.
33. Surely We know that indeed whatever they are saying should sadden you, indeed they
are not rejecting you, but these wrongdoers are repudiating with the verses of Allah.
The Lord of the universe knows each and everything that are happening anywhere in the
universe. He knows very well that the words of the wrong doers against the Messenger and
believers are saddening them. Through this verse Lord Allah is consoling the Messenger and
the believer that actually these wrongdoers are not rejecting them, but they are repudiating
with the verses of the Lord Allah. The hypocritical disbelievers will say to common people not
to hear this Reading – Adhikr. For these enemies of Lord the eternal hellfire is ready since they
are repudiating with the verses of Lord as told in the verses 41: 26–28.
It is told in the verses 29: 47 and 49 respectively that no one will repudiate with Lord Allah s
verses except the disbelievers and wrongdoers. The worthless Muslim people are the
wrongdoers mentioned in all 220 verses as explained in the verse 2: 258. See the explanation
2: 4; 5: 51 and 6: 21.
34. And certainly Messengers before you have been rejected, then they showed patience
upon the rejection and harm until Our help came to them; and there is no change for Allah s
words, and certainly you have received the news of Messengers.
The Three Time Knower Lord Allah reminds the Messenger and believers that whenever the
Messengers or prophets came to the people of any period they had been rejecting and
harming the concerned prophets and Messengers. But as the Messengers were having the
Message of Lord and the angels were there to guard them, they could not be killed as
explained in the verse 3: 54. The Lord has given chance to Satan to entrap each and every 999
out of 1000 from mankind as explained in the verse 4: 118. And He informed the Prophets,
Messengers and believers that they will be tested with evils and good as told in the verse 21:

35. But today since the Safeguard Adhikr is formed as a Book, whoever holds fasts It, he is hold
fasting Lord Allah, and so none can do any harm to him as explained in the verses 2: 256–257
and 3: 101–102. There is no change for Lord s words means each and every one will be tested
through many ways, and whoever holds fast Adhikr and remembers Lord Allah always and
everywhere, Lord will have a tie up with him, and he is only the grateful as explained in the
verse 2: 152. All other Muslims who are reading these verses are the disbelievers serving
Satan. Their decree is to the hell as explained in the verse 3: 107. See the explanation 4: 78,
164, 3: 195 and 5: 48.
35. And if their negligence is greatly intolerable upon you, then if you can you make a tunnel
in the Earth or use a ladder in to the sky and bring a sign to them; and if Allah had so
wished, He would have gathered them altogether upon Guidance, then you should not be
among the ignorant.
Even though the people of Mecca were warned for a long period, they were not ready to
accept the Truth. Due to this the believers often wished that if any sign or evidence to prove
the honesty of the believers and to destroy the denial of the disbelievers were sent down the
disbelievers may accept the Guidance. Being a reply for their wishes this verse was revealed.
Through this verse it is ordered to Prophet that if the rejecting of Mushriks are insufferable,
you dig a tunnel or use a ladder and there by reach the heaven and there by give a sign to
them if possible. Making a tunnel in the earth or using a ladder to reach the sky mentioned in
the verse gives the proof for earth s round and oval shape.
Today the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr is formed which explains each and everything. It
teaches that the Impartial Lord doen t guide any one to the paradise or to the hell. So male or
female whoever wants to return in to the paradise should travel this 4th phase hold fasting the
Ticket to the paradise mentioned in 9 places such as 20: 3, 73: 19, 76: 29 and 74: 49 as
explained in the verses 3: 184 and 4: 13.
The Prophet and the believer are the vicegerents of the Impartial Lord Allah. So they will not
compel anyone to be a believer as explained in the verse 2: 256. The habit of believer should
be according to the Book Adhikr. Duty of Prophet and believer is only to convey Lord s
Message Adhikr. Any Muslim after receiving Lord s Message if not following and propagating It
throughout the world, he is surely a disbeliever and indeed Lord Allah will not guide such
disbeliever as explained in the verse 5: 67. See the explanation 2: 2–4, 3: 154 and 6: 14.
36. Indeed those who are hearing only reply, while the dead, Allah will resurrect them and
into Him they will be returned.
It is told in the verse 36: 70 that Adhikr is revealed to warn those who has life and to prove the
punishment against the disbelievers. That means the disbelievers should admit that I was a
disbeliever , then only he will be admitted in to the fire. The hypocritical leaders will enter to

the hell without trial as explained in the verses 4: 140–145, whereas their blind followers–
disbelievers– will be led after trial to the hell as told in the verse 39: 71.
The common Muslims are deaf about hearing the Book Dhikree where as the hypocrites are
dumb to talk about It to the mankind. These worst people are not utilizing their intelligence as
explained in the verse 4: 24. Both the verses 27: 80 and 30: 52 say that indeed you will not
make hear the dead, and you will not make hear the deaf the calling, if they are turning back.
It is told in the verse 35: 19–22 that the one who is blind and the one who has sight are not
equal, and the darkness and light are not equal, and the shadow and the hot sun are not
equal, and the one who is alive and the dead are not equal, indeed Allah makes hear the one
whom He wishes, and you are not making hear who is in the grave. Muslims– the wrong
doers– are carrying Lord s Book as the donkeys carrying burden by reading these verses
without trying to understand Its content. These filthy worthless people are considering Lord s
Book as filth, and they are reading the body (Arabic Text) upon the dead and are filling their
bellies with fire as explained in the verses 2: 174–176. See the explanation 3: 118 –119, 4: 63–
64 and 5: 104–105.
37. And they ask: Why a sign is not sent down upon him from his Lord? You say: Indeed
Allah is capable to send down a sign, but indeed most of them are not knowing .
Today Muslims all over the world are reading these verses, but they have not identified that
Adhikr is the Three Time Knowledge and It is the great sign, miracle, Lord s Permission and
Safeguard. So whoever holds fast It, he held fast the Exalted Wise Lord, since it is the Wise
Remembrance as explained in the verse 3: 58. These worthless people who are the inmates of
the hell have made rejecting Adhikr their food as explained in the verse 3: 70. See the
explanation 1: 7, 2: 211– 212 and 6: 4.
38. And not any animal on the Earth, nor any bird flying with its two wings except as a
community just like you; We have not omitted anything in the Book, then into their Lord
they all will be summoned.
There are 1000 communities including mankind in the world as explained by Lord through His
Messengers. Out of this 600 are in water whereas the rest 400 are in the land. It is told in the
verses 17: 44, 24: 41 and 22: 18 that all creatures are praying, praising and glorifying the Lord
Allah by their soul. The spirit (life+ soul) of all the creatures is from the spirit of Lord itself. The
difference of mankind from other creatures is that they are bestowed with the intelligence and
they are deputed to earth to bear the vicegerency of Lord Allah. So it is the duty of mankind to
cultivate food for all creatures and to maintain air, water etc. in pure form by planting trees
and promoting organic cultivation aiming for the wellbeing of 1000 communities of creatures
in the world. Today the Muslims who are only reading these verses by rejecting and hiding

Lord s Book have become the Mujirims without utilizing the intelligence. They are the inmates
of hell fire from mankind and are the worst creatures among the 400 communities in the land
as told in the verse 98: 6 and the worst creatures near the Lord among the 1000 communities
of creatures as told in the verse 8: 22. See the explanation 2: 159– 160, 3: 19 and 5: 86.
39. And those who reject with our verses are deaf and dumb in the darknesses, anyone
whom Allah intends He strays him, and anyone whom He intends He makes him upon the
Straightpath.
The Lord s verses are the Guidance for the entire mankind. So after receiving It whoever male
or female shows deafness for hearing It or shows dumbness for talking It to others, they are in
darknesses. Today since Allah s speech Adhikr which is the Light is formed, whoever male or
female after receiving It if shows deafness for hearing It or shows dumbness for talking It to
the mankind, they are in darknesses and they all are the worst creatures among 1000
communities of creatures near theLord as explained in the verse 6: 36. Allah is Impartial, and
so He doesn t guide or stray anyone. Here mentioned dumb are the hypocrites while the deaf
are the common Muslims who are blindly following them. It is told in the verse 16: 37 that
however you try for their Guidance, then indeed Lord will not guide anyone who strayed
himself, and for them there will not be any helper. See the explanation 1: 7; 3: 185 and 4: 174
– 175.
40. You Ask: Have you ever thought if Allah s punishment is coming to you or the Hour,
would you invoke other than Lord Allah, if you are so truthful?
41. Nay, you will call Him alone; if He wishes He will remove whatever you have been
appealing to Him about, and you will forget whatever you are associating with Him.
All the 6236 verses in the Book teach that there is no Deity except Lord Allah for serving. But
Muslims are deviated from the Straight path and are disintegrated in to so many groups. The
human Satan hypocrites by changing the favor of Lord s Book Adhikr in to disbelief have made
Halal the hell– the house of worthless– for their people as explained in the verse 3: 22. These
worst people forged intermediates and intercessors for the Lord, and thus they have become
the arrogant Mushriks as explained in the verse 2: 113. At the time of their death everyone
will admit that indeed he was a disbeliever as explained in the verses 4: 36–37. The common
character of the mankind is that he is remembering Allah in the time of sadness, and
forgetting Him in the time of happiness. Whoever remembers Lord Allah always irrespective of
sadness and happiness, he is only utilizing the intelligence, and for them will not have any fear
or sorrow as explained in the verse 3: 190– 191. Read together 10: 22– 23 and 17: 83. See the
explanation 1: 4, 4: 32 and 6: 14.
42. And verily, We have sent Messengers to communities before you, then We seized them
with suffering and adversity so that they might be beseechers.
The Three Time Knower Lord says that generally the habit and character of mankind are that
they will remember Lord during the calamities, distress, adversity, etc. Whenever any

Messenger is sent to any community, Lord seized the people with sufferings and adversities so
that they may be humble and beseechers. It is told in the verses 16: 112– 113 that Allah gives
a parable of a country which was secure and tranquil, it was received its sustenance from all
places, then the inhabitants of it showed ungratefulness to Allah s Message– the favor. So Lord
made them tasting hunger and fear because of what they had been producing. And verily
Messenger from them came to them, then they rejected; then they were seized with
punishment when they were wrongdoers.
Today Muslims all over the world are reading these verses. But this worthless people by
forgetting the Wise Reminder Adhikr are serving the Satan and are following 29 pseudo–
prophets welcoming the 30th pseudo–prophet Antichrist Maseeh–A–Dajjal. These disbelieving
people will accept him as a Prophet in order to get water and food which will be provided by
him. About this people it is told in the verse 32: 21 that certainly we will taste them with
smaller punishments other than great punishment so that they may return to the aim of life–
Adhikr. But this people upon whom Allah s curse and wrath are affected have become
Mujirims, wrongdoers, transgressors and they are deaf, dumb and blind so that they won t
return to the aim of life and to the paradise as explained in the verses 2: 18 and 170– 171. See
the explanation 4: 89 and 5: 65– 66.
43. Then why did not they become beseechers when Our sufferings came to them, but their
hearts were hardened, and Satan made attractive to them whatever they were doing.
The Impartial Lord Allah does not cause to affect any people suffering and adversity. But their
hypocritical leaders and their Jinn comrade Satan mentioned in the verses 6: 112; 43: 36 – 39
and 114: 6 are showing their evil deeds attractive to them; and due to their deeds, they are
affected with suffering and adversity, and are deviated from the Straightpath as explained in
the verse 4: 160 – 161. See the explanation 2: 168 – 169; 3: 102 and 4: 79.
44. Then, when they forgot what they had been reminded with, We opened upon them the
doors of each and everything until they were rejoicing with what they had been given; We
caught them suddenly, then they were becoming despairs.
The Three Time Knowledge Adhikr reminds and differentiates the mankind about the only way
into the paradise– house of Lord, and the ways to the hell– house of Satan. But Muslims who
are carrying It as the donkeys carrying burden by forgetting It has become worthless, aimless
and heedless. They are not utilizing It as the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its
equilibrium and are not giving to others It for utilizing. The odd believer is commanded to tell
them you enjoy here a little, then indeed your returning place is the hell fire as explained in
the verses 3: 196–197. When all other people of Messenger Muhammed s community also
become wrongdoers or transgressors like Muslims–the true disbelievers– the end of the world
will happen. See the explanation 4: 91, 5: 49 and 6: 26.

45. Then the taproots of the people who were wrongdoers were cut off; and praise be to
Allah, Lord of all Worlds.
The verses 21: 11–14 say: How many nations Lord had destroyed because of their wrong
doings and had replaced them by other nations; when they were affected with Our
punishment they became beseechers and fled. They were told: No need to beseech now, you
return to your luxuries and enjoyments, and to your secured houses so that you may be
questioned. They told: Woe to us! Indeed we were wrongdoers . The verse 11: 117 says: It is
not possible that your Lord would destroy the towns wrongfully while their habitants were
trying to reform . See the explanation 2: 57, 258 and 6: 21.
46. You ask, have you ever thought that if Allah seizes your hearing and your insight, and
seals upon your hearts, which deity other than Allah will bring it for you; you see! How We
are explaining Our verses, then they are turning aside.
Today Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses. But by rejecting Adhikr – the
Wise Reminder– they have become deaf, dumb and blind. Their thought about Allah is evil,
and they are forging intermediates and intercessors to Him. So anyone if utilizes Adhikr as the
Insight and Balance can clearly understand that these Muslims are the worst and cursed
creatures near Lord as explained in the verses 2: 159 – 160 and 4: 140. See the explanation 2:
6 – 7, 4: 82 and 6: 25.
47. You ask: Have you ever thought that if Allah s punishment is coming to you suddenly or
openly, anyone except wrongdoing people would be wiped out?

Today the believer should ask to the wrongdoing Mujirims if punishment of Allah is coming
suddenly or openly who will be there to save you? . Since Adhikr– the Safeguard– is formed as
a Splendid Book, the Lord became Impartial. He doesn t destroy the world as long as there is
an odd believer who is propagating Adhikr throughout the world aiming to postpone the pole
shifting of earth and to extend the emerging of Antichrist. After the separation of believers of
all mankind into Hijaz, the last forerunner will entrust Adhikr to Mahdi – Last Qalifa . Then
under his leadership Adhikr will be translated into different languages and will be conveyed
throughout the world. After that only, pole shifting will occur and Antichrist will emerge as
explained in the verse 4: 159. The verse 46: 35 ends with a question then any except a
transgressing people would be wiped out? . See the explanation 3: 108 and 5: 45 – 47.
48. And We are not sending Messengers except as heralds and warners; then anyone
believes and reforms, upon them there shall be no fear and for them will not be grieved.
49. And those who reject Our verses, the punishment will affect them because of they have
been transgressing.
The Three Time Knower Lord Allah says that all 313 Messengers including the last Messenger
and Prophet Muhammed were sent for the mankind as Heralds and Warners. Adhikr – Lord s

Speech in heart s language is formed in Malayalam language. So if anyone becomes a believer
with It and involves in reforming activities beneficial for all creatures, he/she will have glad
tidings as explained in the verse 2: 119.
And those who are hiding and rejecting Adhikr after receiving It are the transgressors and they
will be affected punishment both in this world and in the hereafter as explained in the verses
2: 39, 85 and 99. See the explanation 2: 213.

50. You say: I do not tell you that Lord Allah s treasures are with me, I am not knowing the
unseen, and I do not tell you that indeed I am an Angel, indeed I am not following except
what has been inspired to me ; You ask: Are the blind and insightful equal? Then don t you
meditate and reflect?
The verse 11: 31 says: I do not say Allah s treasures are with me, nor I say I know the unseen,
nor I do not say I am an Angel, nor do I tell those about whom your eyes are contempt that
Allah will not give them any good; Allah is quite Knower of what lies in their soul .
All 313 Messengers including Muhammed are deputed by the Three Time Knower Lord for
witnessing the life satisfied by the Lord among the people as explained in the verse 2: 143.
And they are giving glad tidings to the believer who follows the Message– Adhikr, and for all
others they are warners. The Messengers and Prophets are not authorized to give poverty or
wealth to anyone, and they didn t know the unseen things. Since Adhikr– the Three Time
Knowledge– was not codified as a Book during prophet s life, he was only following what he
was inspired. The verses of Adhikr were revealed stage by stage within 23 years and Lord has
codified and explained It. The verse 7: 203 says that if you are not bringing a verse to them
they will ask why did not you get it together ; you say Indeed I am following only what has
been inspired to me from my Lord, It is the Insight as well as the Guidance and Mercy from the
Lord for the believing people .
The duty of Messenger and believer is only to convey the Message Adhikr, while the reckoning
is the responsibility of the Lord as explained in the verse 5: 67. Muslims are only reading the
verse then don t you meditate and reflect . So it is the inevitable duty of the Muslims to think
and meditate about the content of the Book, and to reflect It to the entire mankind. Since they
are not doing their responsibility they are undergone for humiliation and disgrace in this world
and they will be affected with severe punishment Hereafter. See the explanation 2: 85 and 6:
7– 9.
51. And you warn with It those who are fearing that they will be summoned in to their Lord;
for them have no patron, nor any intercessor besides Him, so that they might be heedful.

Aim of deputing mankind to 4th phase (from age of 15 to death) is to identify the Lord, to
confirm himself is a believer utilizing the Confirming Truth Adhikr, and to prepare paradise
here in order to inherit it in the 7 th phase. Today Muslims are only reading these verses, but
the leaders– hypocrites– of different groups of Muslims are knowingly hiding the Lord s
Speech. They are serving and obeying Satan– the Kafir. Their followers, the common Muslims,
are blindly following them. Upon both of them Lord Allah s wrath and curse are affected. They
are not believing in the Hereafter, are aimless, heedless and the inmates of hell from the
mankind as explained in the verse 4: 123. It is told in the verses 36: 10–11 that warning with
Adhikr is useful only for the one who follows It and who fears the Impartial unseeingly, then
you inform glad tiding to him with forgiveness and great reward. It is commanded to do great
Jihad with Adhikr upon the hypocrites and Kuffar whose abode will be the hell as explained in
the verse 4: 66. See the explanation 1: 3; 4: 146 and 5: 93.
52. And you do not drive away those who appeal to their Lord in the morning and evening
wishing His pleasure, you have no responsibility upon their reckoning, and they have no
responsibility upon your reckoning; then if you drive them away, you would become among
the wrongdoers.
Everyone should be ready individually to answer about the life of the fourth phase in front of
the Three Time Knower Lord on the Day of Judgment as explained in the verses 1: 3 and 4:
109. Here the Lord says to Prophet not to drive away the weakling believers who are appealing
to the Lord seeking His pleasure. Prophet is not responsible for their reckoning, and they are
not responsible for his reckoning. This verse warns that even if the Prophet is driving away the
weakling believer for the pleasure of the chief of disbelievers, he will be the wrongdoer. Lord is
correcting Prophet Muhammed by revealing the verses 80: 1– 10 when he showed
dissatisfaction on the arrival of blind Ummu Makhthoom– while Prophet was talking to chief
of disbelievers. It is told in verses 10: 40– 41 that among them there is who believed with
Adhikr, and among them there is who disbelieved with It. Your Lord is the best Knower of
mischievous. And if they are rejecting you, you say: For me my deed, and for you your deed;
you are irresponsible with what I am doing and I am irresponsible for what you are doing .
Since today Adhikr– the Permission of Lord– is codified as a Book, whoever from the mankind
male or female utilizes It, It is for his own sake, and whoever strays about It, It is for her own
loss. The Prophet or any believer is not the custodian or authority of anyone as explained in
the verse 2: 102. Today hypocrites and their blind followers are the wrongdoers mentioned in
220 verses such as 2: 254; ; 5: 51; 6: 2; 25: 27– 29 and 62: 5. They are not following Lord s Book
Adhikr or prophets, instead they are serving and helping Satan by following the 29 pseudo–
prophets as explained in the verse 2: 15. See the explanation 3: 127– 128; 5: 45 and 6: 25– 27.

53. And just like that We are testing some of them by some of others in order that they may
ask: Are these ones upon whom Allah has favored among us? Is not Allah the most Knower
with the grateful?
The hypocrites in the period of all the Messengers who do not consider the Lord Allah as
Impartial are thinking and claiming that they are in the Straight path. It is because they were
bestowed with wealth, power and children, while the believers in all periods are weak, poor
and less in number. As told in the verse 43: 31 during prophet s time in Mecca the chiefs of his
people were asking, why this Quran (Reading) is not revealed upon any great man of the
country Mecca and Tha'if . The Lord replies to them through the verse 43: 32 as Are they
dividing the Mercy of your Lord, We(Lord) are deciding and sharing the livelihood in this
worldly life, and We have graded some of them so that they may select others for mocking,
while your Lord s Mercy– Adhikr– is the best than whatever they have been gathering.
Today the Three Time Knower Allah mentioned in the verse 25: 58 has codified His Speech
Adhikr through the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 29. The hypocrites who
have been killed by the Lord are deliberately hiding Adhikr from the mankind which is the
Ticket to the paradise and Safeguard against all disasters, calamities, accidents and hell fire.
They are the human Satan who will enter the hell without trial as explained in the verse 4:
145. These true disbelievers who are aimless, worthless and entrapped by Satan as explained
in 4: 151 are asking about the author of the Splendid Book Adhikr as from whom Adhikr is got
to him? Who is his teacher? What is his qualification? Why don t any scholars in the world
saying this? . At the same time these transgressing disbelievers are reading the verses 62: 2– 3
which says that Lord s Book Adhikr is understandable, graspable and is beneficial to the
illiterates than the literates from all mankind during the period of Messenger Muhammed as
well as thereafter as explained in the verse 4: 63.
The scene of cursing, abusing, arguing, accusing and blaming in the hell fire between the
wrath and curse affected hypocrites and their gone astray followers is explained in the verses
2: 166– 167. See the explanation 2: 129, 212 and 4: 118.
54. And whenever those who are believing with Our verses come to you, then you say to
them: Peace be upon you , Your Lord has prescribed Mercy upon Himself, so any of you
who commits an evil out of ignorance, then repents later on and reforms, then indeed He is
Forgiving, Merciful.
55. And thus We are explaining Our verses in order to manifest the way of Mujirims.
When the Prophet or the believer explains Lord s verses and if anyone is entering there, the
comers should not greet the audience or the teacher because while explaining Adhikr, actually
Lord is speaking through the one who explains It. During prophet s time hypocrites and Jews
had also come to the place where Adhikr was explained. So it is commanded to greet the

comer as Peace be upon you if he considers the comer as believer. Greeting is optional while
reply is compulsory, in order to avoid reply for hypocrites greeting this verse is revealed.
Even the hypocrites can enter the paradise after trial if they fulfill four conditions explained in
the verse 4: 146. Mujirims include both the hypocrites who knowingly hide Lord s Book Adhikr
and their followers who reject It. They are the Quran reading Fajirs and Kafirs as explained in
the verse 3: 7. They are serving the Satan instead of Lord of the universe. Their record is in
Sijjeen as mentioned in the verse 83: 7. The doors of sky will not be opened for them to record
their deeds in the Illiyeen ledger in the paradise as told in the verse 7: 40. They will be killed
by the second coming of Jesus as explained in the verses 4: 90–91. See the explanation 1: 7; 2:
159–161; and 4: 86.
56. You Say: Indeed I am forbidden to serve those whom you are appealing to besides Allah.
You Say: I do not follow your whims; If I do so, surely I will stray, and I will not be among the
Guided.
Today the odd believer should tell this verse to the hypocrites and their blind followers among
Muslims. They are not considering Allah as the Lord of the universe. The verse 32: 4 says Allah
is the one who created heavens, earth and all things in between them in six days, then He
established on the throne, you have no any intercessor or protector besides Allah, then don t
you remind others in their hearts language about Him. But the Muslims – Mujirims – all over
the world are considering Allah as the Creator of Muslims only forgetting all other human
beings and other creatures. They are priding that they are the people who will only enter the
paradise while they are the worst creatures near the Lord since they are not seeing or hearing
the Book Dhikree mentioned in 6 verses as explained in the verse 3: 100, and are not talking to
others about It. At the time of death they will witness against their soul that indeed they were
disbelievers as told in the verse 7: 37, and they will be dragged in to the Hell prone on their
faces as explained in the verse 5: 103. See the explanation 1: 4–5 and 2: 120.
57. You Say: Indeed I am upon an Explanation from my Lord while you have rejected It, not
with me for what you are hurrying, Indeed the judgment belongs to none except for Allah,
He explains the Truth, and He is the best of the deciders.
58. You Say: Indeed if with me had what you are hurrying, the matter would have been
settled between you and me, Allah is quite knower with the wrongdoers.
The Bayyina – Explanation– and the Truth mentioned in this verse as well as in other verses
are the Lord s Book Adhikr. But Bayyina mentioned in the verses 98: 2–3 is the Messenger who
conveys Adhikr – the Book for purifying– in which 312 previous Books and their upright
explanations are contained as explained in the verse 2: 41. The disbelievers of all periods were
asking their Messengers and prophets as when will the Judgment Day happens? as told in
this verse. The duty of Messengers who are deputed from the Lord of universe is to convey His
Message Adhikr to the entire mankind very clearly, and they all have done their duty very well

as explained in the verse 5: 67. Today Muslims are only reading these verses aimlessly and
heedlessly. But by hiding and rejecting It they are hurrying for the Judgment Day without
considering the evil consequence they have to suffer for their deeds. For all disasters,
calamities, bloodshed and all such mischievous activities which are occurring anywhere in the
world; and sufferings and difficulties affecting to any creature in the world, these hypocrites
and their blind followers should bear its burden in front of the Impartial Lord and have to
enter the hell as explained in the verse 4: 161. See the explanation 4: 79–80 and 6: 2–3.
59. And with Him the keys of the unseen, none knows them except He, and He knows
whatever on land and in the sea, and not any leaf is falling down except He is knowing it,
nor any seed in the darknesses of the Earth, and anything wet or dry except it is recorded in
a Clear Book.
The Three Time Knower Lord first recorded His Speech Adhikr and He preserved It in a
compact Disc as told in the verse 43: 2, 44: 2 and 85: 21–22. It is the Three Time Knowledge of
past, present and future, and it explains each and everything as explained in the verses 2: 97
and 255. It is commanded to the mankind to ask about anything they have no knowledge to
the one who possesses the Knowledge Adhikr as told in the verses 16: 43 and 21: 7. Even the
Prophet and today the believer should ask about the Impartial Lord– the Three Time Knower
mentioned in the verse 25: 58– to the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 59
who is the author of Adhikr– the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book. See the explanation 2: 284
and 3: 58, 79.
60. And He is the One Who takes back your soul at night, and He knows what you are
accomplishing during the day, then He is raising up you again to complete your span of life;
then to Him you will all return, then He will notify you with whatever you had been doing.
What we call I and you are not the physical body, but the soul. Lord the owner of the
universe says that He is taking back us during sleep. During sleep only the soul is departing
from our body. The verse 39: 42 says that Allah takes back the soul while its death, and the
one who is not dying during their sleep, He holds the soul of the one whom He has fixed the
decree of death, and for others He sends back the soul till a fixed time.
During the sleep the soul only is departed from the body whereas during death the Spirit
which contains life and soul is departed. The separation of the Spirit which is blown into the
womb as mentioned in the verse 32: 9 from the body is called the death. In order to take back
the spirit– Rooh – from the body an Angel is appointed and then all will be returned into the
Lord as told in the verse 32: 11. See the explanation 2: 28; 4: 1 and 5: 105.
61. He is Irresistible over His servants, and He sends a guardian over you, until the death
approaches for any of you, Our Messengers will take back him, and they do not show failure

in their duty.
62. Then they will be sent back into Allah, their true master, know that Judgment is to Him,
and He is the Swiftest of all Reckoners.
Lord of the universe possesses superior authority over His servants. He has given everyone
the freedom to select grateful way or ungrateful ways as told in the verse 7: 3. The believer
makes his Jinn soul mate mentioned in the verses 43: 36–39 and 59: 16–17 into believer with
Adhikr – the Truth–– so that his Jinn comrade will act as the guardian for him as told in the
verse 86: 4. Then only Lord Allah will be in his heart and the Angeles will surround him as
explained in the verse 3: 102. The verse 13:11 says: Each person has been assigned with
guardian Angels in front of him and behind him who keeps him by the command of Allah;
indeed Allah never changes the condition of a people until they change themselves, if Allah
wants to afflict a people with any evil, none can turn it off, nor can they find any Patron
besides Him .
To put it briefly, today believer utilizes Adhikr as the Safeguard against all calamities, disasters,
accidents, diseases and the hellfire so that he can depart from the world seeing the Lord Allah
with a pleasant face by his soul as told in the verses 75: 22–23. The hypocrites and their blind
followers don t make their soul mate into a believer so that they will die seeing Satan by their
soul gloomily and sadly as told in the verses 69: 50 and 75: 24.
The Messengers from Angels are assigned for taking back the spirit from the body. The
character of Angels are told in the verse 66: 6 as they don t disobey the command of the Lord
Allah, and they are doing whatever they are commanded with. See the explanation 2: 286; 5:
48; and 6: 7–8.
63. You Ask: Who will save you from the darknesses on land and sea while you are appealing
to Him humbly, politely and fearfully that if You save us from this, indeed we will be among
the grateful.
64. You Say: Allah, He is saving you from it and from all distress, yet you are associating
others with Him!
The hypocritical men and women by hiding Lord s Book Adhikr are commanding their
followers to associate intercessors and protectors with Lord Allah. Both of their thought about
Allah is evil so that Allah s wrath and curse are affected on them and hell is kept prepared for
them as explained in the verse 3: 103.
The worthless people mentioned in the verse 25: 18 who are serving Satan will be dragged
into the hellfire as deaf, dumb and blind prone on their faces as explained in the verses 2: 170–
171. See the explanation 2: 152 and 6: 40–44

65. You Say: He is able to implement punishment upon you from above you, or underneath
your feet, or to divide you in to different groups and thereby to afflict torture some of you
with others; you see how We are explaining our verses so that they may understand the aim
of life.
Lord of the universe warns the mankind that He is capable to afflict the punishment from
above them or underneath of their feet, or divide them in to deferent groups and to make
attack each other.
In the previous period, when community of concerned Messengers became wrongdoers and
transgressors they were wiped out by different calamities and disasters like flood, earthquake
and dry storm.
Today only Muslims (prophet s people) are reading these verses among the mankind. After 30
years of prophet s departure they started to deviate into different groups. Today they are
divided into more groups than any other people belonging to Messenger s community such as
Hindus, Buddhas, Jains, Jews, Christians, etc. and they are quarreling and attacking each other.
All these are happening due to their negligence towards Lord s Book Adhkir as explained in the
verse 2: 165 and 6: 26. All over the world these hypocrite leaders are aimless where as their
blind followers – Fujjar– are heedless. The hell will be filled with all of them as explained in the
verses 4: 83. Today by hiding and rejecting Adhikr – the Balance to keep the universe in its
equilibrium – all Muslims have become transgressors as explained in the verse 2: 99. These
worthless people don t utilize Lord s Book or do not follow the Messengers. Instead they are
following 29 pseudo–prophets and different books written by the hypocrites. These Mujirims
are serving the great traitor Satan as explained in the verses 3: 20–22. They are urging for the
coming of Satan –Antichrist– to wipe out Islam from the entire world. It is not other people,
but these Muslims are the enemies of Lord Allah, Prophet and believers. Therefore, the odd
believer should convey Lord s Message Adhikr to other people belonging to Messenger s
community aiming to utilize It as the strongest weapon to do jihad against these worst people,
and to stop bloodshed and all mischievous activities and to form harmony of mankind as
explained in the verse 3: 13. See the explanation 2: 168–169, 176 and 6: 47
66. And your people rejected It while It is the Truth; you say I am not a custodian upon you .
Today Muslims are belonging to prophet s people just as the disbelievers and Mushriks in
Mecca were. And all other mankind are belonging to Messenger s community. The Truth
mentioned in this verse as well as in other 175 verses are Adhikr – Lord s. It is the Best
Interpretation of Lord s Book as told in the verses 25: 33–34. The Prophet or any other
creature is not the Custodian of others, but only the Lord of the universe is the Custodian of
His servants. Today among mankind Muslims who are bearing Lord s Book as the donkeys

carrying burden are only reading these verses. Since Lord is Impartial, the read, heard, seen
and touched verses will argue and witness against them and will push them in to the hell as
explained in the verse 5: 104. See the explanation 2: 186; 3: 122 and 4: 109.
67. For every prophecy there is an appointed time, and soon you will be knowing it.
The Three Time Knower Lord of the universe says that for the happening of all events or sign
there is a fixed time. It is told in the verse 41: 53 that Allah will show them His verses in the
horizons as well as in themselves until it becomes clear to them that indeed It is the Truth. The
separation of believers from hypocritical men and women and their blind followers Mushrik
men and women into Hijaz will be happening by the coming of Mahdi ibnu Abdulla, the last
Khalifa as told in the verse 4: 159. See the explanation 3: 7 and 6: 45.
68. And whenever you see those who are ridiculing Our verses, then you avert from them till
they are involved in speeches besides that, and if Satan is making you to forget it, then you
should not sit there with the wrong doing people after you are reminded.
The wrongdoing people mentioned in 220 verses in Lord s Book Adhikr are the hypocrites who
are talking by distorting and ridiculing Lord s verses and their audiences as explained in the
verse 4: 140. Satan is preventing mankind from seeing, hearing and reading the Book Dhikree
and not from Arabic text of Quran. Believer is in the awareness that indeed the Three Time
Knower Lord will question about every one s faculties of hearing, sight and understanding; and
also about everyone s skins and other organs as well as the earth will speak in front of Lord
Allah as told in the verses 17: 36 and 41: 19–24. The believer bestowed with intelligence
always remembers Lord Allah in all his standing, sitting and laying positions as explained in the
verses 3: 190–191. See the explanation 3: 102.
69. And upon the heedful there is no responsibility in their reckoning in any way, but to
remind them so that they may become heedful.
Heedful are the believers who are following and testifying the Truth Adhikr after It is received
as told in the verse 39: 33. Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd
believer is commanded to do Jihad with the strong weapon Adhikr against the worst worthless
people as explained in the verse 2: 193, and to remind other people belonging to Messenger s
community with Wise Reminder so that they may become heedful. See the explanation 2: 143
and 4: 89–91.
70. And you leave those who have chosen their religion as play and amusement and they are
deceived by the life of this World, and you remind with it, lest any soul becomes reckless
with what it has earned, it will not have any patron nor any intercessor besides Allah, and if
it makes ransom with compensation, will not be accepted from it, such are those who are
reckless with what they have earned, they have drinks from boiling water and painful
punishment because they were disbelieving.
It is commanded to the Prophet and the believers not to dazzle about the life style of heedless

and aimless people as explained the verses 3: 196–197. For any soul there is no protector or
intercessor besides Lord of the universe. So it is the duty of believer to remind each and every
one with the Wise reminder – Three Time Knowledge. On the Day of Judgment when each
soul sees what it has earned there will not be any chance for giving ransom. Mankind created
in the paradise are deputed to the earth in order to testify who will prepare paradise in the
fourth phase in order to inherit it in the seventh phase as told in the verse 5: 48 and 3: 136.
Only Muslims are reading these verses today. But instead of preparing paradise here, they are
preparing hell by involving in mischievous activities. They will be dragged prone in their faces
into the hell as explained in the verse 2: 249. See the explanation 2: 254; 3: 90–91 and 4: 151.
71. You ask: Shall we appeal besides Allah that can neither benefit us nor harm us, and shall
we turn on our heels after Allah has guided us, just like the one whom Satan have enticed
away in the Earth while he has companions calling him in to the Guidance: you Come to us!
You say: Guidance of Allah is the only Guidance, and we are commanded to submit
ourselves to the Lord of the Worlds.
The Prophet and believers are commanded to appeal only the Lord Allah and to remind
mankind about Him in their heart s language as told in the verse 32: 4. Today Muslims
including hypocrites and their blind followers Mushriks are only reading these verses. There is
no group of believers anywhere in the world. The human devil hypocrites by converting Lord s
favors into disbelief have made Halal the hell for their blind followers as explained in the
verse 5: 88. The aimless hypocrites and their blind heedless followers are compared to a dog
which will not change its attitude whether disturbed or not as explained in the verse 3: 138.
During prophet s period the Guidance Adhikr mentioned in the verses such as 2: 2, 38 and 185
was not codified as a Book. That is why it is told in this verse shall we turn on our heels after
Allah has guided us . Satan entices 999 out of each 1000 as explained in the verse 4:118. Only
one in 1000 believer calls others in to Adhikr– the only Guidance from Allah. Today the
Guidance from the Lord is formed as a Splendid Book Adhikr through the Three Time Knower
mentioned in the verse 25: 59. Thus the Lord Allah has become Impartial. Anyone male or
female if holdfasts It –the unbreakable Rope– he held fast Allah and is guided in to the
Straightpath as explained in the verse 2: 256. See the explanation 2: 120– 121, 2: 275 and 3:
193– 194
72. And to keep up prayer and to heed Him, and He is the One into Whom you will be
summoned.
Prayer is commanded only to believer, and it is to keep upthe Book Dhikree as explained in
the verses 2: 2–5. Today there is no group of believers or heedful anywhere in the world. So
the odd believer should hold fast Allah by hold fasting Adhikr as explained in the verses 4:
174–175 and 3: 101. For accepting prayer, fasting or any deed, two conditions are specified in
the verse 2: 186. But today Muslims– the transgressors– are performing prayer, fasting, Hajj,

etc., without Identifying the Lord and purifying their soul with Adhikr. So they will get hell as
fine for living here aimlessly and heedlessly as explained in the verses 2: 263 and 4: 142–143.
They are the people upon whom heinous punishment of Lord is decreed by prostrating in the
prayer as told in the verse 22: 18. They do not read Adhikr– the Best interpretation of Lord s
Book– and do not perform single prostration of Recitation as explained in the verse 4: 70. See
the explanation 2: 62; 3: 200 and 5: 90–91.
73. And He is the One Who created the Heavens and the Earth with the Truth. And on a Day
He says: Be! then it is! His word is the Truth. And for Him the kingship on the Day when
the Trumpet will be sounded; He is the knower of the unseen and Visible, and He is the
Wise, well acquainted.
Allah, the Lord of universe has created the universe with the Truth in order to depute mankind
in to the earth for testifying them with whatever everyone is provided as explained in the
verse 5: 48. The Lord has fixed a Day to reckon the mankind and Jinns which is the Day of
Judgment as explained in the verse 1: 3. It is the duty of mankind– inhabitants of earth– to
keep the universe in its equilibrium by utilizing Adhikr as the Balance and Trust. The believer
each one in thousand only fulfills the responsibility. All other Muslims who received the
Splendid Book are serving Satan and are hurrying up for the Day of Judgment as explained in
the verses 6: 26–28.
The Three Time Knowledge Adhikr teaches that on the Day of Judgment the Balance of
Judgment will be the Truth Adhikr. So the odd believer serves the Lord Allah today by
propagating and conveying His Message throughout the world irrespective of religion or
nation so that no one should have an argument towards the Impartial Lord that he or she has
not received His Message. See the explanation 2: 117 and 6:59.
74. And when Ibrahim told his father Aazar : Are you accepting idols as deities; indeed I see
you and your people in clear astray.
A section of people who were saved in the Ark of Noah had settled in Iraq. Then after about
1400 years their progenies were deviated from the Straightpath and became Idolaters. Azar –
Ibrahim s father– was the leader of idolaters in his period. Messenger Ibrahim invited his
father and his people to the Straight path– Adhikr. It is told in the verses 19: 42–45 that
Prophet Ibrahim told his father: Oh my father, why do you serve those which can neither hear
nor perceive, and does not benefit you in anyway; Oh my father, I have been given some
knowledge which you have not given, so you follow me, I will guide you to the Straight path;
Oh my father, you don t serve Satan since he is defiant towards the Impartial, Oh my father, by
adopting Satan as your patron, I fear the punishment of the Impartial Lord will affect upon
you. But his father and the people became the enemies of Ibrahim and tried to burn him in

fire. Lord Allah saved him as told in the verses 21: 51–71. Today all over the world Muslims are
only reading these verses, but the hypocrites and their blind followers Mushriks among them
by hiding and rejecting Lord s Book are serving Satan as explained in the verses 4: 117–118.
Actually they have to bear the evil burden for the deviation of all other people from the
Straightpath who are belonging to Messenger Muhammed s community since they are not
utilizing Adhikr– the Straightpath– and are not giving It to others for utilising as the Guidance
as explained in the verse 6: 26. See the explanation 2: 254, 258 and 5: 90–91.
75. And just like We showed Ibrahim the secret sovereignty of the Heavens and Earth in
order that he may become among the convinced believers.
As explained in the verse 2: 260, Ibrahim had asked the Lord of the world how does He revive
the dead . So this event of showing secret sovereignty of the universe to Ibrahim was
happened later. As per the verse 45: 20 Adhikr is the Insight for the mankind from their Lord
and It is Guidance and Mercy for the confirmed believers. Read together 7: 203.
Without the confirmed Truth mentioned in both verses 56: 95 and 69: 51 nobody becomes a
confirmed believer. Muslims– the real Mujirims– who are not utilizing this confirmed Truth
Adhikr even after receiving will wail on the Day of Judgment as: Our Lord! We have observed
and heard the scene of roaring of the inmates of hell, so you send us back to the worldly life in
order to do righteous deeds; Indeed We have got confirmed belief as told in the verse 32: 12.
See the explanation 2: 4, 3: 4 and 6: 27–28.
76. Then, when the night overshadowed upon him with darkness, he saw a star, he said: This
is my Lord. when it set, he said: I do not love setting things.
The people of Ibrahim were not only serving and worshipping the idols, but also were serving,
worshipping and fearing non living things like the sun, the moon, stars and various living
things. When the night over shaded by the darkness and a star was visible clearly, he invited
the attention of the people to the star, and when it set he said I do not like to consider those
which disappear as my Lord. My Lord is Allah who is eternally living, having no sleep and
slumber, and having no beginning and ending. He is the Dictator Who rules completely with
Supreme power of the universe .
Today among mankind Muslims are only reading these verses. But they are following the
footsteps of Satan rejecting the Lord of the universe as explained in the verses 2: 168–169.
77. Then, when he saw the moon rising up he said: this is my Lord; and when it set, he said
if my Lord does not guide me, surely I would be among the strayed people .
Today the wrath affected hypocrites and their gone astray followers are only reading these
verses. But they became the only people prostrating to the moon as explained in the verse 2:

145. The one in thousand odd believer who is living testifying Adhikr– the Best interpretation
of Lord s Book– while reading the verse 1: 7 should pray by the soul not to include among
these strayed people .
78. Then, when he saw sun rising up he said: this is my Lord, this is the greatest one; then,
when it set he said Oh people! indeed I am free from what you are associating with Lord.
The style of prophets and believers calling other people who have not got Lord s Book in to the
Lord of the universe can be seen in these verses. But the believer who is considering Adhikr as
the Wise Reminder can only adapt this style. He won t compel or adapt trick upon anyone to
become believer considering the command of the verse 2: 256. But these hypocrites and their
blind followers who are belonging to Satan s party compel others to adapt Muslim s life style
by changing names and costumes. Thus they are cheating mankind and are leading them into
hellfire. According to Adhikr – Real Knowledge – nobody can make anyone believer or guide
into Straightpath as explained in the verses 2: 272 and 4: 32. The inmates of hellfire will only
invite, guide and lead others into hell – the Satan s house – with them. Its notable that here
the moon and stars are denoted in male gender whereas sun is in female gender. See the
explanation 2: 62; 4: 140 and 6: 43.
79. indeed, I have turned my face straight forward in to the One Who is the Originator of the
Heavens and Earth, and I am not among the Mushriks.
The Three Time Knowledge Adhikr is revealed for introducing and familiarizing the Lord of the
universe to the mankind. But the hypocrites and their blind followers by hiding and rejecting
this Best Interpretation of Lord s Book have become the true disbelievers and Mushriks as
explained in the verses 4: 150–151. See the explanation 1: 4; 2: 135 and 4: 19.
80. And his people argued with him, he asked: Are you arguing with me concerning Allah,
while surely He has guided me? I am not fearing what you are associating with Him except
my Lord intends anything, my Lord encompasses the knowledge of each and everything,
then will not you remind others about Him in their hearts language?
The strayed people of every Messenger s community had done argument about the Lord of
universe to the concerned prophets as told in the verses 3: 65–66. The believer who is hold
fasting the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr – the Safeguard – doesn t fear any creature or any
disaster, accident or even death. Good things are happening from the Lord of universe while
evil things are from the Satan as explained in the verse 4: 79. Today the hypocrites and their
blind followings Fujjar are not considering Adhikr as the Speech of the Lord of universe. They
are arguing about the Lord with the believers. These worst creatures are serving Satan and so
these transgressors won t become believers as explained in the verse 2: 99. See the
explanation 2: 152; 3: 102 and 6: 71.

81. And how should I fear what you are associating while you are not afraid of associating
others with Allah for which He has not sent down to you any Proof? then which one from
the two groups is most deserving the safety? if you are knowing.
Just like Messenger Ibrahim made the challenge to his people, the challenge made by Prophet
Noah to his people is told in the verse 10: 71 as Oh my people! If my staying with you and my
reminding you with Allah s verses is un tolerable to you, then I entrust upon Allah; so you and
your associates gather your plotting against me, then you do not let your plotting seen any
gloomy to you, thus you implement it against me and give me no respite.
As told in the verses 11: 53–56, the people of Prophet Hood said: Oh Hood! you have not
brought clear Evidence, so we will not be avoiding our deities for your words, and we will not
be believing in you. We say that you are suffering from some evil affection of some of our
deities. Then Prophet Hood replied, I bear witness Allah alone as Deity, and you witness that I
am innocent of what you are associating with Him. You plot you altogether against me, no
need to give me respite, indeed I have entrusted upon Allah Who is the Lord of me as well as
yours, and there is no any creature except He holds its forelock, indeed my Lord is in the
Straight path.
The challenge made by Messenger Muhammed to his people is explained in the verses 7:
194–195 as, indeed those whom you call besides Lord Allah are only servants just like you,
then you call them, and let them answer to you if you are so truthful. Have they feet to walk
with, or hands to hold things with, or eyes to see with, or ears to hear with? You say: Call all
your associates instead of Allah, then you plot against me and no need to give me any respite .
Today the odd believer–one in thousand–who is hold fasting Adhikr which is the unbreakable
rope extended from the paradise to the earth has to ask the hypocrites and their blind
followers as among the two groups of us who is most deserving for tranquil and safety . See
the explanation 3: 54; 4: 159 and 5: 11.
82. Those who believed and their belief is not covered with unjust, such have safety, and
they are the followers of Guidance.
Since Adhikr – the Three Time Knowledge – is formed today as a Splendid Book, male or
female can t become a believer without It as explained in the verse 5: 100. By hold fasting the
safeguard Adhikr the believers are actually holding fast the Lord of the universe as explained in
the verse 2: 153. The forelock of each and every nonliving as well as living things is with Him.
The believer follows and convey to the entire mankind Adhikr – the Guidance – testifying the
verses 2: 2 and 185. It is the only Truth from Lord of the universe. So the believer has no any
doubt in his way to the Lord since he is only traveling in the fourth phase here with the Ticket
to the Paradise, and will enter into the Paradise in the seventh phase. See the explanation 5:
54–56 and 3: 79.
83. And those are Our arguments which We gave to Ibrahim upon his people, We raise ranks

for whom We wish, indeed your Lord is the Wise, the Knower.
The Argument of Lord given to all 313 Messengers including Ibrahim and Muhammed is Adhikr
– His Permission. It will argue and witness in favor of the believer, whereas it will argue and
witness against the hypocrites who hide It from mankind and the common Muslims Mushriks
who reject It after receiving. Believer by utilizing It as the Criterion and Standard will join to
the single party of the Lord Allah mentioned in the verse 58: 22, whereas the hypocrites and
their blind followers Mushriks will join in different organizations and thereby include in the
party of Kafir Satan as mentioned in the verse 58: 19. The Impartial Lord neither guides
anyone to the Paradise nor to the Hell, instead He has given mankind freedom to select either
the way of grateful or ungrateful as explained in the verse 2: 152. See the explanation 2: 253,
269.
84. And We bestowed Is haq and Ya qoob for him, each and every one We guided, We had
Guided Nooh before, and among his descendants were Dawood, Suleiman, Ayyoob, Yoosuf,
Moosa and Haroon; and just like that We reward for the Muhsineen.
The Impartial Lord says through this verse that not only Messengers or Prophets, but whoever
male or female if he is living here testifying Adhikr – the Best Book Husna– mentioned in 20
places such as 10: 26; 13: 18 and 92: 6, he/she will be guided. He prays as oh our Lord! You
bestow to us from our spouses and offspring comfort to our eyes, and you make us guides for
the heedful as told in the verse 25: 74; and Oh My Lord! You brace up me to be grateful for
the favors you have bestowed upon me as well as upon my parents, and to do righteous deeds
satisfied by you, and you reform in my progeny; indeed I have repented into you, and I am
among the ones who have submitted all to you as told in the verse 46: 15. Actually
Muhsineen are those who are living testifying the best Book Husna which is one of the 40
names of Lord s Book Adhikr. They propagate Lord s Book Adhikr to the entire mankind and
also engage in organic cultivation and planting trees in order to benefit for the creatures of
thousand communities of the Lord as explained in the verse 2: 144. The verses 12: 22; 28: 14
and 37: 110 also end as thus We reward for the Muhsineen . See the explanation 2: 112 and 4:
125.
85. And Zakariya, Yahiya, Jesus and Ilyas, everyone was among reformers.
It is told in the verses 2: 159–160 that those who are concealing the Guidance and Explanation
which Lord has sent down for the entire mankind are cursed by the Lord and those who are
entitled to curse, except those who repented, reformed and disclosed what they have been
concealing. All the Prophets and believers in all time are following Adhikr as well as reminding
mankind with It. See the explanation 1:6–7; 2: 130 and 4: 69–70.
86. And Ismael, Alyasa , Yoonus and Looth, and each and everyone We preferred for favor
over all the Worlds.
87. And among their forefathers, their offsprings and their brothers, We have chosen them

and guided them in to the Straight path.
Ibrahim is called as father of prophets. That does not mean Prophets and Messengers came
only from Ibrahim progeny, but many prophets and Messengers were there from the progeny
of Ibrahim. Really 313 Messengers from first Messenger Noah to last Messenger Muhammed
have been deputed with the Message Adhikr in to the world. More than 1,24,000 prophets
from Adam to last Prophet Muhammed have been deputed periodically. Only to Messengers
Adhikr was revealed whereas prophets were following and testifying the Message revealed to
the Messengers. Adhikr revealed to the Messenger Muhammed contains all 312 previous
Books and all their upright explanations as explained in the verse 2: 213. Only prophets had
been deputed in between the first Prophet Adam and the first Messenger Noah, and they
were living here in the Straightpath Adhikr taught from the paradise. The first form of Adhikr
revealed as a Book is to the Messenger Noah. Adhikr is the only Book revealed from Lord
which is the Straightpath mentioned in 31 places such as 4: 68; 6: 153 and 36: 61.
88. This is Allah s Guidance, He guides with It from His servant whom He wishes; if they
associate others with Him, whatever they were doing would be futile from them.
Today Adhikr mentioned in the verses 41: 41–43 is codified and formed as a Splendid Book
which is the Straight path from the Lord of universe satisfied for His entire creatures from
Adam to the Last Day. The Impartial Lord does not guide or stray anyone. Male or female if
anyone by utilizing Adhikr can be guided into the Straight path. The hypocrites who are hiding
knowingly It and their blind followers who are rejecting It are the fuel of hell fire from the
mankind as explained in the verses 2: 166–167. Other people belonging to Messenger s
community if they didn t receive Adhikr will be sent to any worlds other than paradise or hell
after drinking from the lake Kouthar . The Three Time Knower Lord of universe knows very
clearly who has received His Message and who is living here remembering Him, and so no one
needs to inform Him. See the explanation 2: 62 and 6: 71.
89. Such are the ones to whom We have given the Book, the wisdom and the Prophet hood;
if this people are hiding It, then We will entrust It to a people who will not be hiding It.
Adhikr is the only Book revealed from the first to last. As told in the verse 16: 44 Adhikr is
revealed to Prophet Muhammed in order to explain It to the mankind what is revealed for
them so that they may think and reflect It to others. The hypocrites who are the Book reading
Kafirs are knowingly hiding even the 40 names of Lord s Book Adhikr, whereas their blind
followers Fujjar are merely eating the body of the Book. The hypocrites are cheating them
saying that reading the Arabic text( body of the Book) will cause to get reward which is just
opposite to the prophet s teaching. See the explanation 3: 7, 19 and 108.
So the odd believer should help the Impartial Lord Allah as told in the verses 22: 40 and 47: 7

by conveying His Speech and Message Adhikr to the other people than these worthless
Muslim as explained in the verse 4: 24.
90. Such are the ones whom Lord Allah has guided, so you also forward in their Guidance;
you say: I do not ask you any reward for it, It is nothing except a Reminder for entire Worlds.
Lord of the universe commands Messenger and there by the believers to follow Adhikr– the
Real Guidance– from the Lord which is the Reminder for the entire mankind.
Dhikra (Reminder) mentioned in this verse and in other 20 verses such as 26: 209; 51: 55; 87:
9–12 and 89: 23 is Adhikr– the Lord s Book.
Muslims of the entire world are only reading these verses. But they by rejecting the do s and
don ts of Lord s verses are involved in all mischievous activities. The hypocritical leaders of
Muslims are not leading their followers along the Straightpath– the only way to Lord Allah.
Instead they are leading them in to the ways of Satan to the hell by preaching and doing Friday
ceremony quoting the verses of Lord distorting and misinterpreting. They are also hiding the
40 names of Lord s Book such as Adhikr, Dhikra, Dhikree, Thadhkirah, Muhaimin, Truth,
Balance, Trust, Favor and Bounty. The hypocritical leaders (Imam) read in the verses 87: 9–12
as So you remind, if the Remind may benefit, the fearful will be reminded with it, whereas
the unlucky will abstain it who will be roasted in the great fire, then he will not die or live in
it. Thus, for the hypocrites who are leading the prayer in all Masjids and for their followers
(audiences), their tongues, ears, sights, skins, etc. will argue and witness against them on the
Day of Judgment as explained in the verse 4: 109 and will go to the hell fire as explained in the
verses 4: 123 and 140.
Each one in thousand among mankind will only return to the paradise by taking Adhikr as
Ticket in their 4th phase as explained in the verse 4: 118. Muslims– the true disbelievers
mentioned in all 520 verses such as 11: 17 and 4: 151– are the fuel of the hell fire as explained
in the verse 3: 10. Since Lord s Book Adhikr is the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its
equilibrium, other people should utilize It and propagate It throughout the world with which
only the bloodshed can be annihilated, harmony of mankind can be formed and the pole
shifting of earth can be postponed. Remember that since all creatures belonging to 1000
communities of the Lord are praying and are glorifying their Lord as explained in the verse 4:
22, it is the inevitable duty of the mankind bestowed with intelligence and wisdom to try for
the survival of the universe. See the explanation 4: 80.
91. And they do not consider Lord Allah as He should be considered when they said: Allah
has not sent down anything upon a human being; you ask: Who sent down the Book which
Moosa came with as Light and Guidance for mankind, you made It on sheets of paper, you

are disclosing some of It while you are concealing many of It, and you have been taught
what neither you nor your forefathers knowing, you say: Lord Allah (has sent It), then you
leave them away in their mocking and playing.
The people of Messenger Muhammed in Mecca were in doubt about the revelation of Adhikr–
the Truth from the Lord of the worlds. So they were asking Jews and Christians (who were the
people of the Book) about the reality of It. Then instead of telling Qur an verses are revealed
from Allah, the Jews and Christians told that Allah has not sent down anything upon
mankind . Being reply to this allegation toward Lord s Book and the Messenger this verse was
revealed. The Book revealed to Moosa was also Adhikr named Thourath. It was the Light and
Guidance for the entire mankind of that period. But they disclosed to the mankind some of It
while hid most of It. Adhikr – the Truth– revealed to Messenger Muhammed is the Three Time
Knowledge which explains each and everything as explained in the verse 3: 58.
Today Muslims of the entire world are only reading these verses. But the hypocrites and their
blind followers are not considering Allah as Lord of the universe as Truth Adhikr submits, and
they are not following prophets in any moment of their life. Instead they are following 29
pseudo–prophets and are welcoming the 30th pseudo–prophet Antichrist. Instead of learning,
teaching and propagating Adhikr, they are learning, teaching and propagating books written by
the pseudo–prophets and hypocrites as explained the verse 2: 79. As explained in the verse 4:
160–161 these Mujirims can t be considered as human beings. Due to their deeds they will be
killed by the second coming of Jesus as explained in the verse 4: 159. These people are not
considering the fact that the soul of all the creatures including mankind is from Allah– Lord of
the universe. These hypocrites have only life without soul, and are purifying only their body
without purifying the soul with Adhikr – the only Book for purifying – as explained in the verse
2: 222.
By calling the mankind, Lord informs through the verses 22: 72–73 that I am giving a parable
to you, you listen it consciously, indeed whatever you are calling besides Lord Allah has not
created even a house fly, even if they all are gathering for it; if the house fly takes away
anything from their lip, they can t get it back, both the seekers and to whom is sought are
feeble. They did not consider Allah as He should be considered; indeed Lord Allah is the
strongest and the exalted . It is told in the verse 39: 67, And they did not consider Allah as He
should be considered, when on the Day of Judgment all the earth will be held fast in His (left)
hand, and the skies will be in His right hand, the Highest Lord Allah is glorious above all they
are associating upon Him .
From this verse it is understood that the paradise is above the sky, and the hell is under the
earth. The believers who will be given the Book of deeds in their right hand on the Day of

Judgment will only enter the paradise, whereas the hypocrites and their blind followers who
will be given the Book of deeds in their left hand will enter the hellfire as explained in the
verses 4: 34 and 3: 108.
92. And this is a Book We have sent down It as Blessing, testifying whatever came before It,
and in order you to warn the mother of countries and any one around it, and those who are
believing with the Hereafter are believing with It and they are constant in their prayers.
Adhikr is the Book of Mercy, Bounty and the Blessing from the Impartial Lord of the universe.
It is Safeguarding and Testifying all the previous 312 Books as explained in the verse 5: 48. It is
told in the verse 21: 50 that This is a Reminder of Blessing, then are you hating upon It , and
the verse 25: 1 says blessed is the one who sent down the Criterion upon His servant
(Muhammed) in order to be Warner of the entire world .
Mecca where Ka'aba is situated is the centre of the world, and It is known as the mother of
the countries. So Adhikr was started to reveal in Mecca in order to warn the centre of
countries as well as the entire worlds. It is told in the verse 42: 7 that just like We have
inspired into you a reading in Arabic for warning the mother of the countries and everyone
around It, and to warn about a gathering of a Day about which there is no doubt. A group will
be in the paradise whereas other groups will be in the blazing fire. Both in the verses 32: 3 and
36: 6 it is told that Adhikr – the Wise Reading – is revealed in order to warn a heedless people
as they are not warned by their forefathers so that they may be guided into the Straight Path.
Muslims who are reading these verses are the true disbelievers and they are not believing with
Lord s Book as it should be believed. Thus, they do not believe in the Hereafter. They are
performing prayer, fasting, hajj and giving welfare tax without becoming a believer with Adhikr
so that they will get hellfire as fine for living here aimlessly and heedlessly as explained in the
verses 2: 3. It is ordered to the believers and Prophet through the verse 20: 14 to steadfast
prayer in order to keep up the Book Dhikree. Dhikree is one of the names of Adhikr as
mentioned in the verses such as 20: 124; 18: 101 and 38: 8. See the explanation 1: 3 and 2: 2–
4.
93. And who is more in the wrong than the one who forges a lie about Allah, or who says:
Something is inspired to me, while nothing is inspired to him , and who says: I will send
down the same as Allah has sent down? And if you are seeing the scene of these
wrongdoers in their death throes, the Angels will stretch forth their hands (saying): You
deliver out your soul! Today you are awarded heinous punishment because of you have
been talking upon Allah without the Truth, and you have been acting arrogant towards His
verses .
The hypocrites are the wrongdoers and they are forging lies upon Lord Allah without the Truth
Adhikr. Indeed Allah will gather together the hypocrites who are talking lies about Lord Allah

and their audience disbelievers in the hell as explained in the verse 4: 140. All Muslims who
have not become believers with Adhikr are transgressors as told in the verse 32: 18. The
hypocrites and their blind followers are hiding and rejecting even the names of Lord s Book
meant for the entire world and considering Arabic text of the Book Quran. Actually Quran
means for repeated reading . So Adhikr – Soul of the Book – should be read repeatedly and It
is the food, clothing and sight of the human soul.
The death scene of these wrongdoing hypocrites will be horrible and at the time of death they
will witness against themselves that they were disbelievers as explained in the verses 2: 10
and 6: 26.
The Truth mentioned in this verse as well as in other 175 verses in Lord s Book is Adhikr. So any
Muslim who is talking about Lord Allah is lie since he has no Real Knowledge– Adhikr. These
Mujirims mentioned in 50 verses are serving and helping the arrogant Satan and are not
following Messenger Muhammed. Instead they are serving pseudo–prophets as explained in
the verses 3: 181–182. Read together 16: 28. See the verses 4: 97–99; 5: 80–81; 6: 55.
94. And surely I have brought you individually just like We had created you in the first time,
and you have left behind what We had conferred to you, and We are not seeing with you
your intercessors whom you had been claiming that indeed they would be patrons to you,
all the relations between you have been cut off, all that you had been claiming are strayed
from you.
The death scene of the wrongdoers– the hypocrites and their blind followers– is described
through this verse. The human Satan hypocrites are commanding their followers to associate
others in the dominion of Allah– Lord of the universe– as explained in the verse 4: 37. These
aimless and heedless people at the time of their death won t see the Lord Allah, instead they
will see Satan sadly and gloomily, and their dwelling place is the hell as explained in the verse
3: 156. The property and children of these worthless people won t benefit for them both in
this world and in the Hereafter, and they themselves have perished their soul and they will die
witnessing that they were disbelievers as explained in the verses 2: 204 and 3: 159. The
wrongdoers will afraid of death since they will have the hellfire in the 7th phase as explained
in the verses 2: 94–95. This verse teaches that just like everyone is getting birth individually,
everyone will also die individually. On the Day of Judgment everyone will be gathered
individually and everyone should be reckoned himself by reading his own Recording Book
fastened upon his neck as explained in the verse 3: 199. This verse as well as the verses 18: 48;
19: 80 and 95 teach that each individual will be resurrected individually for the Day of
Judgment. See the explanation 1: 7; 2: 254 and 4: 1.

95. Indeed Allah is the splitter of the seed and kernel, He brings the living from the dead,
and He is the one who brings the dead from the living, that is your Lord Allah, then how are
you misled?
The Lord s Book Adhikr is sent down to remind the entire mankind about the Lord of the
universe. It is His Speech in one s heart s language. So any common man even though he or
she is illiterate can understand It if the verses are explained to him clearly. Here in this verse
Lord Allah makes introduce himself as He is the splitter of seed and kernel, and he brings life
from the dead and vice versa. Through this verse Lord Allah is asking that while all these are
done by Him alone, how you are misled from His way by calling others besides Him. Actually
the hypocrites are the enemies of Lord Allah, Messengers and believers. They have been killed
by the Lord. They are misleading their followers in to the hell which is the Satan s house as
explained in the verse 4: 41. Both of them will quarrel, curse, accuse and blame each other in
the hell as explained in the verses 2: 166–167. See the explanation 3: 26–27; 4: 76 and 6: 59.
96. The splitter of dawns, and He made the night for repose, and He made the sun and
moon for reckoning of time, that is the designing of the Exalted the Knower.
The verses 36: 37–38 says that night is another sign for them, when We withdraw the daylight
from it, then they are in darkness. The sun runs along a course of its own, and that is the
design of the Powerful, the Knower.
It is told in the verse 10: 5–6 that He is the one who made the sun with hot light and the moon
with light and computed its phases in order to know for you the number of years and the
dates; Allah has not created that except with Truth, he is explaining the verses for a people of
knowing. Read together 55: 5. This alternation of night and day and raising of sun and moon
will continue till the Dooms Day. On that day the sun will be eclipsed, and the sun and moon
will be gathered as told in the verse 75: 8–9. See the explanation 2: 189; 3: 190–191 and 6: 1–
2.
97. He is the One Who has setup the stars in to you for guiding you with them through
darknesses on land and sea, surely We have spelled out in detail our verses for the people of
knowing.
The verse 16: 15–16 say, and He has set up mountain on Earth as nail for not to swing with
you, and rivers and paths so that you may be guided, and has set up marks (with which
different places can be identified) and by the stars also they are guided . In older period both
in land and in sea the travelers were depending on stars for understanding the directions of
their journey. Nowadays also in certain area the direction of stars are used by travelers even
though satellite Google Maps and advanced technologies are available. The Lord of the
universe has made all these arrangements in the nature for the mankind bestowed with

intelligence in order to fulfill the aim of life in the 4 thphase– this worldly life. It is possible only
by testifying and following Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book mentioned in
the verse 25: 33. The aimless and heedless people who are neglecting Adhikr will be dragged
to the hell on their faces and they are in the worst place and the most strayed as told in the
verse 25: 34. See the explanation 2: 213; 6: 63–64.
98. And He is the one Who has produced you from a single soul, you have sojourn and
godown, surely We have spelled out Our verses for the people who understand the aim of
life.
The Messenger and believers are commanded to say through the verse 67: 23 as, He is the one
who has produced you and granted you hearing, sight and intelligence, but a few are only
showing gratitude. Read together 76: 2–3.
The sojourns is the place of residence in the 4th phase whereas the godown is the grave
(Barzakh) which is the fifth phase of mankind. 6th phase is the Resurrection Day on which
each and every one will be summoned together for the trial at Mecca– the centre of the
world. The believer one in thousand by utilizing Adhikr as the Ticket to the paradise and as the
Safeguard against the hell will be inherited the paradise in the 7 th phase as explained in the
verse 3: 136, whereas 999 Muslims by rejecting the Best Book Husna after receiving It will be
led in to the hell as explained in the verse 3: 182. All other people who did not receive Adhikr
will be sent to any world other than paradise or hell as explained in the verse 2: 62. Read
together 11: 6. See the explanation 4: 78; 6: 38 and 65.
99. And He is the one Who sends down water from the sky, then We bring forth plants of
every kind with it, We produce green vegetation from it, We produce ears having abundant
grains, and among the date palm there are clusters of dates hanging down as well as
gardens of grapes, olives and pomegranates which are similar in kind and yet different
varieties, you observe in to His fruit while ripening and harvesting, indeed in that you have
signs, for the believing people.
Water is essential for germination and growth of plants and herbs, and so Lord of the worlds is
sending down water from the sky for the benefits of all the creatures. Since rice, wheat, maize,
millet, barley, etc. are main food grains of mankind, their growing fields are specified here
particularly. Not only the gardens of fruits such as dates, grapes, olives, pomegranate, but the
gardens of apple, orange, mango, jackfruit, banana etc. are also produced for the benefit of all
His creatures. There are similarity and dissimilarity in all fruits. All kinds of fruits are also
having different tastes, colors and contents. All are produced by the Single Almighty Lord in
the same land with the same water. If one observes the process of different stages of
blossoming, pollination, forming as fruit, ripening of it, harvesting and replanting from its

seeds, he can understand that all these are designed by the Lord of the world to teach the
mankind endowed with intelligence that the Lord of universe is the only Lord and Creator of
each and everything.
Lord created and brought up mankind also by passing through different stages in the womb,
then bringing out from the womb of mother, then laying, kneeling and walking with and
without support, and become matured and puberty, and after marriage by sexual intercourse
reproduction is happening, and after some years became old, and when he is in utmost of old
age his nature become just like that of a child as told in the verse 36: 68. All these
phenomenon can be seen in all his creatures including animals, birds, and reptiles as told in
the verses 22: 5; 40: 67; 39: 6; 35: 11 and 30: 54. After death (departing the spirit which
includes life + soul) the body is buried in the soil saying We have created you from it, in to it
We will be returning you, and from it We will be bringing out you once again as told in the
verse 20: 55. All these stages of mankind, other animals, birds, etc. are decreed and
computerized in the Book by the Three Time Knower Lord of the universe, and that Book is
Adhikr as explained in the verses 3: 167 and 6: 59.
Among Muslims who are reading these verses, only the believer are considering and utilizing
Adhikr as Guidance and Mercy; and he/ she will be benefitted with It, and he is only knower of
aim of life. All other Muslims are aimless and heedless. Read together 13: 4; 16: 10–11 and 50:
9–11. See the explanation 2: 28, 38–39.
100. And they have setup Jinns (sprites) as patrons of Allah, while He has created them, they
ascribed sons and daughters to Him without any knowledge; Glory be to Him, the Highest
about what they are attributing.
101. The Originator of Heavens and the Earth! How can He have a son while He has no
consort? And He created each and everything, and He is the Aware of each and everything.
Mecca Mushriks during the period of Prophet Muhammed did not have a codified Book as
there is today. But today Muslims– hypocrites and blind followers– who possess the Book
containing 6236 verses are having the evil worst thought about Lord Allah than any other
people as told in the verse 48: 6. By forgetting Lord s Book Adhikr they have become
worthless, vulgar and worst creatures as explained in the verse 3: 78. The Lord is the originator
of the universe and He is the only Creator of each and everything in the universe as explained
in the verses 2: 116–117. Read together 34: 40–41. See the explanation 4: 171–172 and 2: 255.
See also to form faith with Lord Allah in the Introduction.
102. That is your Allah, your Lord, there is no Deity except Him, the Creator of each and
everything, so you serve Him alone, and He is the Authority of each and everything.
This verse teaches that Allah – Lord of the universe– is the owner of each and everything
including the mankind. But Muslims who are reading these verses are not considering Allah as

His Book is submitting as explained in the verse 6: 91, and so they are the fuel of fire from
mankind as explained in the verse 3: 10. Only the believer 1 in every thousand considers Lord
Allah as single Deity, Lord of the universe and the King of mankind. They are only serving Lord
Allah and seeking help from Him alone as explained in the verse 1: 4. Muslims are commanded
to follow all 313 Messengers and not to show any difference between them as explained in the
verse 2: 136. But by rejecting the Real Knowledge Adhikr Muslims are following 29 pseudo–
prophets and are serving Satan instead of Lord Allah as explained in the verse 4: 42–43 and 80.
They are uttering there is no Deity except Lord , but their hearts are not linked with their
uttering. Thus what they uttering is opposite to their life. These worst creatures near Lord
Allah as mentioned in the verse 8: 22 do not consider people other than Muslims as Lord s
creatures. See the explanation 2: 44, 172 and 6: 33.
103. No visions comprehend Him, while He comprehends all visions, He is the Knower of
innermost feeling of the soul, the well Acquainted.
This verse teaches mankind that no one can see Lord of the universe with eyes in this world,
but one can see Him by utilizing the Insight – Adhikr which is the food, cloth and sight of the
human soul. The believer only fulfills the aim of life by identifying the Lord utilizing the Three
Time Knowledge Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book as mentioned in the
verse 25: 33. All other Muslims are in the worst place and most strayed and will be dragged in
to the hell prone on the faces as explained in the verses 2: 18 and 4: 118. Since Adhikr is the
Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium, it is the inevitable duty of the odd
believer to convey It to the entire world aiming to postpone the poll shifting of the earth as
explained in the verses 3: 26–27.
The verse 3: 16 and 67: 14 also end as He is the knower of the innermost felling of the soul
and is well acquainted . See the explanation 2: 107, 234 and 4: 108.
104. Surely, the Insight from your Lord came to you, then anyone who utilizes It, it is for
himself; while anyone is blind upon It, it is against herself, and I am not your custodian.
The Insight mentioned in 5 verses including this verse is Adhikr– the Sight of soul. Since the
soul for everyone is from the Lord, the believer utilizing Adhikr can see all the things such as
paradise, hell, Day of Judgment from here in the fourth phase. That means his Sight becomes
the Sight of the Lord. So male or female by utilizing Adhikr as the Insight should confirm from
the 4th phase itself that his returning place is the paradise testifying the verse 3: 136. All other
aimless and heedless Muslims who are reading these verses but are rejecting the Insight
Adhikr are earning hell, and the hell will be filled with them as explained in the verses 2: 249
and 286. The other people belonging to Messenger s community who have not received Lord s
Book will be sent to any world other than the paradise or hell after the trial as explained in the
verses 3: 106–107. See the explanation 2: 119; 4: 132 and 6: 90.
105. And thus We are spelling out Our verses so that they will say: You have studied, and We
are explaining It for the people of knowing.

When Lord s verses were explained through the Prophet they were criticizing and ridiculously
telling: You have studied well . Really they were not ready to accept the Lord s Book.As told in
the verses 25: 4–6 the disbelievers of prophet s period had told: This is nothing except some
lie Prophet is forging by the help of other people. The Lord says that surely they have brought
forward something unjust and counterfeit. They also had told about Adhikr that It is fables of
ancestors written down and dictated to him in the early morning and evening. The Lord
commands Prophet to say: The One Who knows the secret of Heaven and Earth has sent
down It, indeed He is very Forgiving and Merciful .
In the verse 16: 103 by criticizing the disbelievers allegation Lord says surely we know what
they are saying that this Reading (Quran) is taught to Prophet by a man , but the language of
the man on whom they ascribe is non–Arabic, but this is a manifest Arabic language.
For the question of disbelievers in Mecca why this Quran is not revealed in any other
language than Arabic? Allah answered by revealing the verses 41: 44 that if We had sent this
Qur an in a language other than Arabic, they would have asked: Why are not its verses
explained in detail? What! A Book not in Arabic while the Prophet an Arab? Lord commands
Prophet to say: It is a Guidance and a Healing to those who believed; for those who do not
believe, there is a veil in their ears, and they are blind upon It, such are like being called from a
place very distant .
Today among the mankind only Muslims are reading these verses. But the hypocrites and their
blind followers are not accepting the fact that only Adhikr is revealed from the Three Time
Knower Lord to all Messengers time to time as explained in the verse 2: 186. They are hiding
and rejecting even the 40 names of Lord s Book. They are only saying Quran which means for
repeated reading . Actually Adhikr which is called in different names such as Dhikra, Dhikree,
Thadhkira, Guidance, Straight path, Truth, the Safeguard, Best Interpretation of Lord s Book is
the Book to be read repeatedly and to be testified. To all Muslims who do not testify Adhikr, at
the death time of every one of them Lord will tell that you were among the disbelievers as
explained in the verse 5: 68. Since the hypocritical transgressors have been killed for hiding
Adhikr – the Splendid Book – mentioned in the verse 41: 41–43, they will never become
believer utilizing It as told in the verse 10: 33. They are filth as told in the verse 9: 95, and
Adhikr – the Book for purifying – doesn t increase to them except filth over filth and losses
over losses as told in the verses 9: 125 and 17: 82 and as explained in the verse 2: 121.
Today the Three Time Knower Lord mentioned in the verse 25: 58 has codified His Book in the
name Adhikr through the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 59 in three volumes,
and Its language is Malayalam. First volume has been formed in Arabic and English, and
uploaded in our website. Therefore, male or female whoever wants to understand Message of
Lord s Book can get It translated by any Keralite knowing Malayalam. See the explanation 4: 78
and 6: 25–26.
106. You follow what has been inspired to you from your Lord, there is no Deity except Him,

and you neglect the Mushrikeen (who associate others in the dominion of Lord Allah).
The Prophet and believers are ordered to follow Adhikr – the Best Interpretation of Lord s
Book – which explains each and everything as explained in the verses 2: 93, 97; 3: 108 and
119.
Not only in this verse but in all other 54 places Mushriks are gone astray people who are
blindly following human Satan hypocrites. See the explanation 1: 7 and 6: 16, 79.
107. If Allah had wished, they would not have associated anything with Him, We have not
made you a custodian upon them, and you are not an authority upon them.
The Three Time Knower Lord has given freedom for everyone to select either the way of
grateful or ungrateful as explained in the verse 4: 40. Impartial Lord, any Messenger or
Prophet or any believer cannot guide or stray anyone. Whoever male or female transforms
his/ her Jinn soul mate mentioned in the verses 43: 36–39 and 59: 16–17 into a believer, he or
she can become believer and can return into the paradise. See the explanation 3: 101–103 and
4: 48.
108. And you should not insult those they appeal to instead of Allah, then they will insult
Allah with enmity without knowledge, just like that We have made attractive to each
community their deeds, then in to their Lord they will all be returning, then He will notify
them what they had been doing.
This verse addresses the believers in Mecca saying that they should not insult or blame those
Deity whom Mushriks are appealing besides Allah. If the believer does so it may cause them to
blame Lord Allah ignorantly.
Today there is no group of believers anywhere in the world. After 30 years of departure of
Messenger Muhammed, Muslims have become true disbelievers and Mushriks as explained in
the verse 4: 102. Therefore, by seeing the evil and worst life of Muslims, other people of
Messenger s community such as Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, Christians, Jains, etc if are blaming
or insulting Lord Allah, then the punishment for it should be borne by the Muslims – the
wrongdoers – near Impartial Lord Allah as explained in the verse 4: 75. The Impartial Lord is
not making attractive the evil deeds to any community, but the cursed Satan is making
attractive their deeds to them as explained in the verses 6: 42–43.
As told in the verses 17: 13–14 everyone is bearing his or her computer record as fastened on
his or her neck, and on the Day of Judgment the trial will be held on the basis of it by
themselves, So it is the duty of every parent to teach and give the Ticket to the paradise to
their children before the age of 15 so that they can travel here in the 4th phase under the
Light ––Adhikr. If the Ticket is not given to the children after receiving It, no parent can return
into the paradise. The evil condition of such parents and their children disputing and blaming
each other is warned through the verses 7: 37–39. Muslims are bearing the Ticket – Adhikr –
which is meant for the entire mankind, but they neither utilize It nor give It to other people

belonging to Messenger s community sch as Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, Jains, Jews,etc. So
their returning adobe is the hell as explained in the verses 2: 39; 5: 10 and 86. See the
explanation 2: 62, 113 and 5: 105.
109. And they are swearing with Allah for their stiffest oath that if a sign comes to them,
certainly they would believe with it; you say: Indeed signs are near Allah, how I can make
you perceive that even if it is come, indeed they would not believe.
The verses of Lord s Book Adhikr have been sent down step by step within 23 years.
Disbelievers during prophet s period had sworn by Allah that if a verse relating to a particular
event comes to them at once on their demand, they would believe in It. But the Three Time
Knower Lord Allah asks the believer as how can I make perceive you that even if it is revealed,
they would not believe . Read together 7: 203 and 17: 93. Today the Splendid Book Adhikr
which is Soul of the Book is formed in Malayalam. Instead of living according to Its do s and
don ts, and propagating It throughout the entire world by translating in to other language, the
true disbelievers, wrongdoers and transgressors mentioned in the verses 5: 44–45 and 47 are
hiding and rejecting It. Therefore, these worst creatures who don t utilize the intelligence will
be killed by the second coming of Jesus as explained in the verse 4: 91. See the explanation 4:
78 and 6: 35–37.
110. And We are confounding their minds and their insights just like they did not believe
with It in the first time, We have left them wandering arrogantly in their blindness.
Today Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses. Their hypocritical leaders are
arrogantly priding that they are the people knowing Arabic and the Scholars of Islam. But
these transgressors are leading their blind followers in to hell– Kafir Satan s house. So the
Three Time Knower Allah is leaving these arrogant people freely for living in this world
aimlessly as explained in the verses 2: 15–16. See the explanation 4: 140 and 6: 4–5.
111. And indeed, if We were sending Angels down in to them, and the dead speak to
them, and We assemble each and everything in front of them, they still would not believe
except Allah so wishes, but most of them are ignorant.
The Three Time Knower Lord Allah consoles prophets and the believers that even though
angels are sent down to them as explained in the verses 6: 8–10; and if the dead one come
and speak to them that you are not in Straight path– Lord s only way– by following blindly
forefathers and hypocrites as explained in the verse 2: 170; and if the Lord gathers each and
every thing in front of them according to their demand these true disbelievers won t believe
except with the permission of the Lord. Actually most of the Muslims are ignorant about Lord s
Book as explained in the verse 2: 78. Today Muslims who are reading these verses have
become the inmates of fire as explained in the verses 2: 39 and 3: 10; 5: 10, 86, and they won t
become believer as well as enter the paradise since they do not utilize Adhikr as Safeguard as
well as the Ticket to return to the paradise. So Impartial Lord of universe will entrust Adhikr to
other people belonging to Messenger s community as explained in the verses 6: 89–90. Read
together 13: 31. The believer does not compel anyone to follow and testify Lord s Book Adhikr

which is the Permission of Impartial Lord to become believer as explained in the verse 2: 256,
but he should do great Jihad with It towards the hypocritical disbelievers as explained in the
verses 4: 63–64, and should propagate It throughout the world irrespective of nation or
religion since It is the Food, Cloth and Insight for the human soul. It is told in the verse 23: 71
that if the Truth is following disbelievers desires, surely the earth, heaven and all things would
have been perished, but we have given to them Reminder, they are the neglecting ones
towards the Reminder. See the explanation 3: 49, 4: 17–18 and 6: 158.
112. And just like that We have made to each Prophet enemy of Satan from mankind and
Jinns, some of them inspiring in to others the alluring words of cheating; if your Lord had so
wished, they would not have done so, so you leave them as well as what they are forging.
This is the verse teaching that there is Satan in the Jinn and the mankind. It is told in the verses
114: 5– 6 that there are Satan in Jinn and mankind whispering in the chest of mankind. The
hypocrites are human Satan who without having the Truth Adhikr are priding that we are the
learned people. They won t inform their blind followers that there is Jinn comrade (soul mate)
for each and every one as mentioned in the verses 43: 36–39, and also that without
transforming the soul mate into believer with the Truth no one can become believer as
explained in the verse 3: 102.
The hypocritical disbelievers who are the enemies of the Lord, Messengers and believers will
say to their blind following disbelievers not to hear this Reading which is Adhikr as explained
in the verse 4: 46. The Impartial Lord Allah has given word to Satan to entrap 999 in 1000 from
the mankind as explained in the verse 4: 118. He has given Adhikr – the Permission to become
believer– to all mankind as explained in the verse 4: 40. Today Splendid Book Adhikr having 40
names is formed as a Book. So whoever male or female should utilize It to escape from the
trap of Satan from both mankind and Jinn as explained in the verse 6: 104. It is told in the
verse 25: 31 that just like that We have made the Mujirims – hypocrites and blind followers –
as the enemies to each and every prophet, and your Lord is enough as a Guide and Helper. See
the explanation 2: 146; 4: 79 and 6: 55.
113. In order to incline the mind of those who do not believe with the Hereafter towards it,
and they be satisfied with it, and to acquire whatever they are acquiring.
The hypocrites are knowingly hiding the Truth Adhikr from the people and are leading the
people to Satan s house as explained in the verse 4: 41. The minds of those who are not
believing with the Hereafter will be inclined to the Speech of hypocrites, and both of them will
be gathered in the hell as explained in the verse 4: 140. See the explanation 3: 178 and 6: 25–
27.
114. Then, should I seek others besides Lord Allah as a judge while He is the One Who has
sent down in to you the detailed Book? And those to whom We have given the Book know
that indeed It has been sent down from your Lord with Truth, so you should not be among
the doubters.

Believers are those who utilize Adhikr as the Balance and Trust to judge in all affairs. The verse
16: 64 says, We have not sent the Book down to you except for that you may clear them what
they are differing over, and as a Guidance and Mercy for the people who believed.
Today Muslims all over the world who are reading these verses hide and reject Lord s Book and
even Lord Allah. Their hypocritical leaders know that Lord of universe has revealed It with
Truth and aim, but by hiding and rejecting It they are hurrying for the end of the world. They
are commanding mankind with evils and are forbidding from the Truth. These transgressors
have forgotten the Lord Allah, so Lord Allah also forgot them as explained in the verse 2: 99.
Instead of following Truth – Lord s Speech– they are following Satan s footsteps as explained in
the verses 2: 168–169. See the explanation 2: 147–148 and 5: 47.
115. And your Lord s Word has been completed with Truth and Justice, there is none to alter
His Words; and He is the all Hearing and all knowing.
The verses 7: 18, 11: 118–119, 15: 43, 17: 63, 32: 13, 38: 85 and 46: 18 say that Lord will fill
the hell with Jinn and mankind altogether. Satan who is outcast from the paradise challenged
Impartial Lord that he will entrap a specific portion of mankind as explained in the verse 4:
118. Then whoever male or female by utilizing the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr – Lord s
Speech – can change his decree from the hell into paradise. Even the Impartial Lord,
Messengers or any believer cannot change others decree as explained in the verse 2: 119.
The verse 36: 7 says that the word has been proven true about most of them that they still will
not believe, and the verse 70 says that Adhikr for repeated reading is revealed in order to warn
anyone who is alive and in order to confirm the Word against the disbelievers.
116. And if you obey most of those on Earth, they would lead you astray from Allah s path,
indeed they are not following except conjectures, and they are in nothing except in the
confusion.
Prophet and believers in any case should not obey and follow the disbelievers who are hiding
and rejecting Adhikr – the Straight Path. Through both the verses 33: 1 and 48 Prophet and
thereby the believers are commanded not to obey the hypocrites and their blind followers
disbelievers. They are following the ways of Satan since they are not utilizing the Confirming
Truth – Adhikr. They are in doubt and in confusion in every matter. Since Muslims who are the
worst creatures as mentioned in the verse 8: 22 are not hearing and talking to others about
the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book Dhikree mentioned in the verse 25: 33. They will be
dragged prone on their faces into the hell as explained in the verse 4: 121. See the explanation
2: 166–167 and 4: 135–136.
117. Indeed your Lord, He knows the best who is strayed from His path, and He knows the
best about the one who is guided.
The Three Time Knower Lord of the universe is the best knower of each and every thing in the
universe. During the time of revelation of this verse Lord s Book Adhikr was not codified. So
the Prophet and the followers are commanded to follow the verses sent down to them. Today

the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 58 has codified His Three Time Knowledge
Adhikr through the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 59. So Prophet or any
believer should ask about the Impartial Lord to the author of the Splendid Book Adhikr.
Both the verses 16: 43 and 21: 7 end as you ask about any matter that you don t know to the
person who possess Knowledge in Adhikr– Soul of the Book which explains each and every
thing as explained in the verse 5: 40. Adhikr is the only Straight path to the Lord as mentioned
in 31 verses such as 6: 153; 4: 68, 175; 36: 61 and 43: 64. The hypocrites who are knowingly
hiding It from mankind and their blind followers who are rejecting It after receiving have been
strayed from the Straight path. These Mujirims are serving Satan, and so they will be gathered
together in the hell– house of worthless people– as explained in the verse 4: 140. Since Adhikr
–Straight path– is formed as a Book Lord has become Impartial. That means He neither guides
nor strays anyone. Whoever doesn t follow Adhikr after receiving is straying himself. The odd
believer one in each thousand is commanded to do great Jihad against these strayed, wrath
and curse affected worthless people as explained in the verse 2: 145. See the explanation 1: 7
and 3: 101–103.
118. So you eat from whatever Allah s name is remembered upon it if you are believers with
His verses.
The human Satan hypocrites who are leading their followers in to Satan s house are saying
them that you can eat from any food set apart to other than Lord Allah by uttering Allah s
name before eating. But it is against the teaching of Lord s verses. In this verse believers are
commanded to eat from meat of cattle, livestock etc. if they are slayed remembering Lord
Allah s name by soul.
The food things set apart to other than Lord Allah are forbidden as explained in the verse 2:
173. Prophet taught that if you are slaying any creature or hunting for food, you have to say by
soul that This is from you, and this is into you . That means the soul of any living thing is from
the Lord of universe and it is returning into Lord. The one in thousand believer as explained in
the verse 4: 118 is living here as the vicegerent of Lord Allah. So he doesn t follow his whims
and selfishness for any matter as explained in the verses 2: 120–121. Read together 8: 7. See
the explanation 2: 91 and 3: 190–191; 5: 3.
119. And what happened to you that you do not eat something Allah s name has been
remembered upon it, while surely He has spelled out for you what has been forbidden upon
you except you are compelled to eat; and indeed many people certainly lead others astray
through their own whims without having Knowledge; indeed your Lord, He knows the best
about the aggressors.
This verse is addressed to the group of believers. Meat of any animal including that of wild
animals can be eaten if Lord s name is remembered upon it before slaying them. The
disbelievers in Mecca had been following so many superstitious customs in the case of cattle
as explained in the verse 5: 103. So Impartial Lord commands the believers to follow His

Knowledge – Adhikr – in all the sectors of life. Since today there is no a group of believers
anywhere in the world, the odd believer is commanded to do Jihad against the disbelievers
with Adhikr – the Strongest Weapon – and to convey Lord s Message throughout the entire
world in order to utilize It as the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium, and
to form harmony of mankind, peace and tranquility all over the world. See the explanation 2:
208 and 5: 77–82.
120. And you give up sins whether open or secret, indeed those who are earning sin, they
will be rewarded with whatever they have been acquiring.
Open sins include the deeds like sodomy, prostitution, bribe, fornication, theft, murder which
the people considers as evil generally. Secret sins include any deed personally doing with the
concept with that Three Time Knower Lord Allah is not seeing him which is against teaching of
the verses 2: 255; 6: 103; 40: 19; 89: 14 and 58: 7. Any deed apart from Adhikr– the Light– is
the way of Satan as explained in 2: 168–169. The human devil hypocrites who are having only
life without soul are leading their Book reading Fujjar into the hell– the house of worthless.
These inmates of fire as explained in the verses 2: 39, 3: 10 and 5: 10, 86 are serving and
helping Satan and are hastening for the end of the world. See the explanation 2: 285–286 and
4: 85, 110–113.
121. And you should not eat from whatever upon which Allah s name is not remembered,
and indeed it is transgression, and indeed Satan certainly whispers in to their patrons for
arguing with you, and if you obey them, indeed you are the Mushriks.
Among the Muslims who are reading these verses, the human Satan hypocrites are whispering
to their menial followers that they can eat any food including the meat offered to other than
Allah by saying In the name of Allah while eating. The verse warns that if believers are eating
such food items they will become the transgressors. The believer who is following the Best
Interpretation of Lord s Book Adhikr can t obey them in any case. The hypocrites and their
blind followers will be dragged on their faces into the hell, such are also in the worst places
and most strayed as explained in the verses 4: 143–144. If any believer obeys any of these
worst creature, he will be among the Mushriks. Those who are following hypocrites are
denoted as Mushriks in the verses 33: 72–73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. See the explanation 4: 48, 116
and 6: 112, 116.
122.The one who has been in the state of dead, then We revived him, and We granted him a
Light with which he is walking through the mankind; is his simile equal to the one who is in
deep darknesses and he is not exiting from it? Just like that it is made attractive for the
disbelievers whatever they are doing.
Before getting inspiration, Messenger Muhammed was among heedless as told in the verse
12: 3, and before getting the Guidance Adhikr he was among the strayed as told in the verse
93: 7. Then today Adhikr – the Light and Guidance – is formed as a Book, all Muslims – the
wrongdoers – who are carrying It as the donkeys carrying burden are in a state of dead. No

one can make them hear Lord s verses as explained in the verse 6: 36. Since they are denoted
as worst creatures who do not utilize Adhikr as a Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its
equilibrium, they are doing unjust to 1000 communities of Lord s creatures as explained in the
verses 3: 108 and 6: 25–26. Muslims who are reading these verses but not following It are
existing in the deep darkness.
For these true disbelievers explained in the verse 4: 150–151, Satan has made alluring
whatever they are doing as explained in the verse 4: 43. See the explanation 3: 185; 6: 89–90
and 4: 91.
123. And just like that We have made in every town great Mujirims in order to plot there in,
and they are not plotting except against their own soul, but they perceive it not.
Today all over the world hypocritical transgressors are involved in all mischievous deeds such
as bloodshed, terrorism, murder. Actually, these aimless and heedless Muslims are plotting
against their own souls by their deeds. They have no peace and tranquil life in this world
whereas in the Hereafter they will have disgrace and heinous punishment as explained in the
verse 2: 12. See the explanation 3: 54; 4: 79 and 6: 47.
124. And whenever a verse comes to them, they say: We will never believe until we are
given the same as Allah s Messengers were given. Allah knows the best how to convey His
Message; humility and severe punishment will affect those Mujirims because of what they
were plotting.
Just like today s Muslim who are the Mujirims by rejecting and hiding the Best Book Husna,
the people during the period of of Prophet Muhammed had told him that they will never
believe with him until a miracle sign is given to them just like given to previous Messengers.
Through their such questions these wrongdoers are intending to plot against Lord s Message
Adhikr by obstructing the mankind from It. Actually it causes for increasing the humility and
disgrace for them in this world as well as for severe punishment in the Hereafter as explained
in the verse 2: 85. See the explanation 3: 183; 4: 73 and 5: 1–2.
125. Then anyone whom Allah intends to guide, He widens his chest for Islam
(submitting); and anyone whom He intends to go astray, He makes his chest narrow and
tough just like he is ascending in to the sky, thus Allah makes filth upon those who are not
believing.
It is told in the verse 39: 22 that anyone whom Allah widened his chest into Islam, then he is
upon a Light from his Lord; then the valley wail (the hell for hypocrites) is for those whose
hearts are hardened about our Reminder. And the verse 39: 23 ends as He is guiding with It
whom He wishes and whoever Allah permits to stray, then he has no one to guide. Since the
Best Interpretation of Lord s Book Adhikr is formed, Impartial Lord doesn t guide or stray
anyone. Any male or female can become believer only with Adhikr – Permission of Lord– as
explained in the verse 4: 64. All other Muslims who are reading these verses will be dragged
into the hell on their faces, and such are in the most strayed and in the worst place. The verse

10: 100 ends as and We (Allah) have made filth upon those who are not utilizing their
intelligence . See the explanation 3: 116 and 4: 32
126. And this is the Straight path of your Lord, surely We have spelled out the verses for
the people of remembering.
Adhikr is the Straightpath and the Ticket from the Lord of the universe for anyone who wishes
to return into the Paradise as mentioned in the verse 2: 141. The cursed hypocrites and their
blind following Kuffars who have forgotten the Lord and whom the Lord has also forgotten
have the hell as abode since they hide and reject Adhikr as explained in the verses 4: 54–55.
See the explanation 3: 103 and 4: 68–69.
127. For them have a peaceful home near their Lord, and He is their Patron for what they
have been doing.
Impartial Lord invites believers into His house paradise by giving Adhikr – the Straightpath–
whereas the hypocrites who are knowingly hiding Adhikr and their blind followers who are
rejecting It are helping and serving Satan. So such are the inmates of fire, and they will abide
in it forever as explained in the verses 2: 39 and 256–257. See the explanation 3: 136 and 4:
174–175.
128. And one day He will summon all of them together: Oh assembly of Jinns! Surely, you
have entrapped a great number from mankind, and their patrons from mankind will say: Our
Lord! We have enjoyed one another, and we have reached our deadline which You fixed for
us; He will say: The Fire is your abode, they will live in it for ever except the one Allah
wishes, Indeed your Lord is the Wise, the Knower.
The Impartial Lord has given freedom to Jinn and mankind either to be grateful or ungrateful.
Since Adhikr – Lord s Permission – is taught to the mankind it is the duty of man to transform
his Jinn soul mate into a believer. Then only both can return to the paradise as explained in the
verse 6: 60. But 999 Muslims out of 1000 who received the Best Book – Adhikr – but hide and
reject It are entrapped by the Satan as explained in the verse 6: 112. The arrogant hypocrites
who are priding as learned people without the Truth Adhikr will be entered into the bottom of
hellfire even without trial as explained in the verse 4: 145, and they will abide on it forever.
But their followers –Fujjar– who do not know even the 40 names of the Lord s Book Adhikr,
but are proud that we are Muslims, and we are inmates of paradise from mankind will be led
to the hell after trial as explained in the verse 4: 160. They may be freed from the hellfire after
tasting their punishment decreed to them by the Three Time Knower Lord of universe. That is
why it is told in this verse Except the one Allah wishes . See the explanation 1: 3; 3: 107 and
6: 111.
129. And just like We make the wrongdoers patrons one another because of they have been
earning.
Actually the Impartial Lord doesn t make patrons from mankind and Jinn. But by hiding and

rejecting Adhikr– the Food, Cloth and Sight of the Jinn soul mate– Muslims are becoming
wrong doers and the inmates of the hell fire, and they are becoming patrons each other.
Because of not making the Jinn soul mate in to believer man and Jinn also become patrons
each other. But all the relations and friendship will be in enmity on the Day of Judgement
except that of heedful as told in the verse 43: 67. See the explanation 2: 254; 3: 182 and 6: 21.
130. Oh assembly of Jinns and mankind! Have not Messengers from among yourselves come
to you explaining My verses one by one upon you, and warning you about a meeting of
yours this Day? They will say: We bear witness against ourselves, and the Worldly life has
deceived them, and they will bear witness against their soul that indeed they were
disbelievers.
This verse depicts the condition going to happen on the Day of Judgement for the Muslims –
who bear the verses of Lord– and to their Jinn soul mate. It is told in the verses 7: 35–36 as
Lord said oh the children of Adam! Whenever the Messengers from yourselves are coming to
you explaining My verses one by one, then whoever heeds and reforms, then upon them there
shall be no fear and for them will not be grieved. And those who reject our verses and are
arrogant about them, such are the inmates of fire, they shall remain in it forever .
The wrongdoing hypocrites who forge lies upon Allah and their blind followers who reject His
verses and the 313 Messengers from Noah to Muhammed, they will witness against their soul
at the time of death that indeed they were disbelievers as told in the verse 7: 37.
Today Muslims are only reading these verses, but they are neither learning nor teaching or
conveying the Lord s Book to mankind rejecting the verses 6: 25–26 and 6: 89– 90. See the
explanation 4: 82; 3: 196–197 and 5: 86.
131. That is because your Lord will not be destroying any town unjustly while their habitants
are heedless.
The Impartial Lord will not destroy or punish any town unjustly when this inhabitants are
heedless. The human devil hypocrites by hiding Lord s Book and falsely pretending as learned
scholars are straying their followers into the hell. Thus, when all the people become
wrongdoers, the town will be destroyed as explained in the verses 6: 45–47. Today all Muslims
– the hypocritical leaders and their blind followers – have become wrongdoers and Mujirims.
So the odd believer conveys Lord s Book Adhikr to other people who are heedless about Lord s
Book and the Lord. He also does great Jihad to the hypocrites and the Kuffar who are rejecting
the verses one by one as explained in the verses 2: 43 and 3: 108.
The verse 17: 15 ends as indeed We are not a punisher until We send a Messenger to them .
There is no group of believers anywhere in the world to witness the life of Messenger
Mohamed upon the other people belonging to Messenger s community such as Hindu,
Buddhists, Jains, Jews. So they will not be punished in this world as well as in the Hereafter.
But they will be sent to any world other than the paradise or the hell after judgment as

explained in the verse 2: 62. See the explanation 3: 156; 4: 159 and 5: 49.
132. And everyone has ranks according to their deeds, and your Lord is not heedless of what
they are doing.
The Three Time Knower Lord has sent down Adhikr – the Standard of Criterion – to distinguish
the believer and the disbeliever among mankind in this world itself. The aimless hypocrites
and their blind followers are not considering Lord Allah as the Lord of the universe. These
worst creatures without utilizing their intelligence are blindly considering other people such as
Hindus, Buddhist etc. who have not even heard, read or touched Lord s Book as disbelievers,
Mushriks and the inmates of hell.
Some of the Muslim groups are even writing books saying that those who do not perform
Swalath are the inmates of fire. Since these Mujirims are not performing prayer in order to
maintain the Book Dhikree, they will get hell as a fine as explained in the verse 2: 186.
Since they are rejecting Adhikr which is the food, cloth and sight of the soul, they are like
dead, ie. having life without the soul. They are deaf, dumb and blind who will not return to the
Straight path as explained in the verses 2: 18 and 2: 170–171. All their deeds are futile, and
they will not have weight in their record on the Day of Judgment since they are not utilizing
here the Truth as the Balance after receiving It. These worthless people are following footsteps
of Satan as explained in the verses 2: 168–169. Since they are aimless and heedless they are
earning here (4th phase) the hell for the Hereafter (7th phase). See the explanation 2: 85; 4:
95–96 and 6: 27–28.
133. And your Lord is Self–Sufficient, full of Mercy; if He wishes, He will remove you and will
replace after you what He wishes just like He has produced you from the offspring of other
people.
The Wise and Self Praiseworthy Lord of the universe is self–sufficient and is with full of Mercy.
He has deputed mankind to bear His vicegerency as explained in the verse 2: 30. For that He
has also given the Wise Reminder – Adhikr – mentioned in the verse 3: 58, and made It as the
Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium as explained in the verse 3: 74.
Gradually the people endowed with the Book rejected and forgot the Lord and the aim of life
and began to represent Satan – the disbeliever. When most of the people of that period
became wrongdoers, the Lord wiped out them after saving the Messenger and believers with
him as explained in the verses 6: 45–47. Then the believers and their offspring also gradually
diverted from the Straightpath by the influence of Satan –from Jinn and hypocritical leaders
from mankind– as explained in the verse 6: 112. At last Lord appointed Mohamed as the last
Messenger and Prophet with last version of the Book Adhikr as explained in the verse 4: 163.
Today Muslims all over the world by forgetting the Reminder have become worthless and
worst creatures as explained in the verse 6: 7. So Impartial Lord will entrust the Best
Interpretation of the Lord s Book Adhikr to other people belonging to Messenger Mohamed s
community as explained in the verses 6: 89–90. Then Lord will bring Jesus for the second time

to kill the Satan – the Antichrist, then all the hypocrites and their blind followers will be killed.
Thus Islam will be implemented all over the world, and mankind will lead the life of Angels in
this world itself as explained in the verses 4: 158–159.
When all other people will be deviated and become worst and transgressors just like the worst
people Muslims, the end of world will happen. Before the first trumpet happening for the Last
Day, everyone having an atom of true belief will die by a cold wind. By the first trumpet as told
in the verse 39: 68 everyone except those Lord Allah wishes will fall swoon. By the second
trumpet all the mankind will be raised up from their graves as told in the verses 36: 51 and 39:
68. Everyone will rush into Mecca – the centre of the world – in small groups. By the third
trumpet all the mankind and Jinn will be assembled at Mecca for the Trial as told in the verse
36: 53. Through the verse 36: 54 the Impartial Lord says that on that Day you won t be shown
any injustice, and you won t be rewarded except for what you have been doing. See the
explanation 1: 3 and 4: 133.
134. Indeed whatever you are promised will certainly come, none of you will be escaping.
The believer 1 in every 1000 who considers and accepts Adhikr as the Guidance is having
confirmed belief with the Hereafter, and so he does the most exalted prayer (Sayyidul
Isthigfar) in every dawn and dusk as explained in the verses 2: 4 and 27. The condition of those
who are given the Knowledge before is told in the verses 17: 107–108 as indeed, if the verses
of Adhikr is explained upon them, they will fall down upon their faces for humble prostration
and are saying Glory to our Lord! Indeed the promise of our Lord is to be fulfilled , they will
fall down upon their faces weeping, and it will increase them their humbleness .
Through the verse 19: 58 the character of believer who possesses the Knowledge is explained
as if the verses of prostration are explained to them, they will fall down weeping upon their
faces with humbleness . Today Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses. But
the wrath and curse affected human Satan hypocrites and their strayed blind followers are not
doing any of the 15 prostrations of recitation so that on the Day of Judgment when they will
be called for single prostration they will be unable for it as told in the verses 68: 42–43.
Any Muslim whether Fajir or Kaffir who reads these verses but does not perform prostration of
recitation can t escape from the Lord and they will be summoned dragged on their faces into
the hell as explained in the verse 3: 32. See the explanation 2: 136; 3: 30, 110.
135. You Say: Oh people, you do upon your place, indeed I am also doing, then you will be
knowing who will have the consequence in the Hereafter, Indeed He will not make prosper
the wrongdoers.
During the period of Prophet he is commanded to say his people that oh people! You do your
deeds according to your will and whims while I will do according to the verses which have
been revealed to me; and indeed Impartial Lord Allah will never prosper the wrongdoers.
Today the odd believer who is following the Guidance which is the only True way of life is

commanded to say to the worthless Muslim people who have forgotten Adhikr and are
following the books written by 29 pseudo–prophets as you do according to your will and
whim, while I follow only Lord s Book Adhikr . Muslims all over the world are the true
disbelievers and wrongdoers as explained in the verses 2: 254 and 258. They won t become
prosper in this world as well as in the Hereafter in anyway. See the explanation 4: 140; 5: 50–
51 and 6: 81–82.
136. And they assign for Allah a share from the crops and cattle that He has produced; then
they say This is for Allah according to their claim, and This is for our associators. Then
anything that is meant for their associators never reaches into Allah, while what is for Allah
reaches in to their associators, what a wretched judgment they are making.
Today Muslims who are reading these verses are following worst superstitious belief and
customs than Meccan pagans who had not received the codified Lord s Book. Even though
Adhikr– the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book– is formed, these worthless, cursed, wrath
affected and strayed people as explained in the verse 1: 7 are not utilizing It and are not giving
It to others for utilizing. See the explanation 2: 57, 165–167 and 5: 40.
137. And just like that, their associators have made attractive killing their children to most of
their associates in order to turn back them and to confuse their religion upon them; and if
Allah had wished, they would not have done so, so you leave them alone and whatever they
are forging.
During the period of Prophet Meccan pagans have killed their children for many reasons
including the injustice existed in the society towards female and fearing poverty as told in the
verses 16: 58–59 and 17: 31. They were telling that we are doing such deeds as we saw our
forefathers doing so and also to please and make satisfy our associators. Actually it is made
attractive for the Mushriks to kill their own children in order to turn back them from natural
religion, and to make confuse them in the original way of life. Today Muslims all over the
world are only reading these verses, but the human devil hypocrites and their Jinn soul mate
mentioned in the verses 43: 36–39 are whispering to their followers to follow the superstitious
belief of their forefathers who had strayed from Islam. As explained in the verses 4: 116–117
Muslims– the true disbelievers– of different groups have become Mushriks. They are the
enemies of the Lord, believers and the whole mankind by involving in all mischievous activities
such as killing, terrorism and bloodshed. They are claiming that they are the people of Lord
Allah and Messenger while they are following Satan s footsteps and are hurrying for the end of
the world.
Actually any creature of Lord if bearing and suffering any difficulty or disaster in this world,
these wrongdoing Muslims should bear the burden of it in front of the Impartial Lord Allah
and should enter the hell as explained in the verse 3: 19. See the explanation 5: 32–34; 4: 31
and 6: 122–123.
138. And they say: This cattle and crops are reserved, no one will eat from it except the one

we intend with their own claiming, and some cattle whose backs are forbidden , and
some cattle upon which they won t remember Allah s name forging upon Him, He will
reward them for what they have been forging.
Meccan pagans had reserved cattle and crops for their associators and they were claiming
according to their own whims that only particular priests and leaders can eat from it, and it
was forbidden for the common people. Some cattle they considered as forbidden for carrying
load and some cattle they considered as upon it Allah s name should not be remembered
while slaying it. All these false customs were forged by them upon the Lord Allah. So the Three
Time Knower Lord Allah will reward them for their forging. For justifying all these superstitious
beliefs, they were telling that their forefathers were also doing so as explained in the verses 2:
170 and 5: 104–105. The verses of Lord s Book are revealed in order to rectify and abandon all
these false beliefs and customs and to make clear what is forbidden by the Three Time Knower
Lord as explained in the verse 5: 3. But after 30 years of prophet s departure Muslims were
deviated from Real way of life. The hypocrites and their followers who are Qur an reading
Kafirs have been claiming that reading Quran even without grasping its content is causing for
reward, while it is against the teaching of prophet. Prophet taught that you read Quran when
your heart is linked with It, whenever your heart is separated from your reading, then you
stand up and go because the read Qur an will argue and witness against you. Through the
verse 4: 43 it is commanded not to approach even for prayer when one does not understand
what he is saying. Today s Muslims all over the world have become wrongdoers and Mujirims
by hiding and rejecting the Splendid Book Adhikr and Its 40 names as explained in the verse 4:
70. See the explanation 4: 63 and 6: 110–111.
139. And they say: What is in the wombs of these cattle is exclusively for our males, and is
forbidden upon our wives; and if it is stillborn, then they both will share in it, He will reward
them for their attribution; indeed He is the Wise, the Knowing.
This verse depicts evil habits and customs existed among Meccan pagans during the period of
prophet. The child of the offered cattle could only be eaten by the Males, but if it was stillbirth
both the males and the females could eat from it. That means good things were deserved only
for male while the bad could be shared to female also.
Today if anyone utilizes Adhikr as Balance and Mouidhath (see introduction for Mouidhath ),
he can notice that among the mankind Muslims all over the world are having most false belief
and customs than any other people. It is because they hide and reject Lord s Book which is the
Criterion to identify what is good and what is bad for the entire mankind as explained in the
verses 6: 89–90. See the explanation 4: 91; 5: 50 and 6: 55.
140. Surely those who are killing their own children foolishly without knowledge and are
forbidding something Allah has provided them by forging upon Allah are losers; surely they
are strayed, and they are not guided with the Guidance.
As explained in the verse 6: 137 the Meccan Pagans had killed their children and had made
forbidden some food items forging upon Lord Allah. All these Satan s false footstep and

customs they were doing were foolish and darkness. So they lost the aim of life, and they were
among the losers. They were not ready to follow the Messenger who was explaining the
purified Book upon them as told in the verses 98: 1–3, the Guidance mentioned in the verses
such as 2: 2, 38 and 185 which is entrusted to Muslims. They neither utilize It nor give It to
others to utilize, by doing so they are not ruining except themselves, but they perceive it not
as explained in the verse 6: 26. See the explanation 1: 7; 3: 90–91 and 5: 10.
141. And He is the One Who produced gardens of trellised and without trellised, and date
palms and field crops with difference for eating, as well as olives and pomegranates
resembling and not resembling; you eat His fruit when they are ripen, and you give His due
on the harvesting day, and you should not be extravagant, indeed He doesn t love the
extravagant.
Allah produces the trellised garden such as grapes, bitter gourd, snake gourd, vanilla, broad
beans, soybean, pepper etc. and non trellised gardens of green gram, cucumber etc. and
gardens of stalk and stems trees like ladies finger, eggplant, beans, chilly and the field crops
like paddy, wheat, maize etc. It is told in the verse 36: 34–35 that Allah has made the garden of
date palm and grapes, He has delivered streams in it for you to eat the fruits. Lord of the
universe has created the edible things different in taste and contents. Edible things include
olive, mangosteen, different kinds of mangoes, jackfruit, custard apples, oranges, apples, kiwi,
pine apple, lychee, bananas, plums, apricot, cashew nut, avocado, strawberry, cherry which
are resembling and not resembling. All these are different in tastes and contents. Lord
commands to the mankind to give His due to the orphans, poor and needy on the day of
plucking or harvesting the fruits, vegetables, cereals or any cultivation. Muslims who are
reading these verses without understanding its content are not giving Lord s due to the
deserving persons. They are the extravagant transgressors, spendthrift and the inmates of Fire
from mankind. But the odd believer cultivates the crops, fruits, vegetables etc. for the benefit
of entire creatures of Lord since He is the Vicegerent of the Believer Lord Allah having the aim
of life. Such believer is only serving Lord Allah as explained in the verse 1:4. You should not be
extravagant means you should not use the crops for yours and your families needs only
without giving the portion of orphans, needy and poor forgetting that Lord Allah is the One
who produces all the crops. You should also remember that all your favors and blessings are
bestowed by your Owner Lord Allah, and if you are not living in that awareness you will
become the transgressors and wrong doers. Read the parable of two men explained in the
verse 18: 32–44, the one who had two gardens and crops with rivers for watering it while the
other person had not anything. Through the verses 68: 17–32 Lord explains His trial to some
persons who were ready to harvest their crops without knowing the poor and needy for not to
give any portion from it. While they entered in their garden they saw the crops just like
harvested. They lost all and became wailing. Actually it was a punishment for them due to
their own evil. See the explanation 2: 266–268; 6: 99.
142. Among the cattle some are used for carrying load and for getting wool; you eat from
what Allah has provided you with and you should not follow the footsteps of Satan, indeed

he is a manifest enemy for you.
Generally goat, cow and camel are considered as cattle for meat and milk. But ox is used now
for carrying burden, and sheep for wool. The real Owner of each and everything in the
universe is clearly explaining to the mankind His favors and bounties bestowed upon them so
that they may become grateful to Donor Lord Allah. But the believer only shows gratitude to
Lord Allah, and he is only considering the Oneness of Lord Allah everywhere and every time as
explained in the verse 2: 152. The hypocrites and their blind followers are the disbelievers
mentioned in 520 verses, and they are following the footsteps of Satan always and everywhere
by forgetting Lord Allah and His Book Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 208–210; 3: 56; 6: 116.
143. Eight pairs, two pairs of sheep and two of goats; you Ask: Does He forbid males in both
or females in both or what the wombs carrying in both females? You inform me with the
knowledge if you are so truthful.
144. And from the camels two pairs and from the cow two pairs; you ask: Did He forbid
males of both or females of both, or what the wombs carrying in both females? Were you
witnesses when Allah made bequest you with this? Then who is most unjust than the one
who forges lie upon Lord Allah to stray mankind without Knowledge? Indeed Allah doesn t
guide wrongdoing people.
Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses today. Adhikr –the Three Time
Knowledge from the Lord of the Universe– is revealed in order to annihilate all the
superstitious beliefs and footsteps of Satan and to form a life under the Light of Adhikr. Both in
the verses 22: 8 and 31: 20 Lord says there are some among mankind who are arguing in the
case of Lord Allah without Knowledge , without the Guidance and without Enlightening book .
Today all Muslims concept about Lord Allah is evil, and so Allah s wrath and curse are affected
upon them and hellfire is kept prepared for them as an evil returning place as explained in the
verses 2: 159–161. Among these true disbelievers and Mujirims, the transgressors will enter
the bottom of the fire even without trial, where as their blind following disbelievers will be led
to the hell after trial as explained in the verses 4: 140 and 145.
The forbidden things for mankind is explained in the verse 2: 173. Muslims – the worst
creatures– are even not considering the fact that spirit (Life + soul) of mankind and all other
creatures is from the Lord of the Universe. They are living by giving preference to bodily and
worldly life since they hide and reject the Best interpretation of Lord s Book. They do not know
the fact that each and every creature is glorifying and praising the Lord with their soul as
explained in the verse 2: 62. They are Killing and eating the animals without engaging in
farming them. Today other people who have not even read these verses if are saying without
having the real knowledge Adhikr that so and so cattle should not be slayed and eaten, it is
because of Muslim s worst life style, and so any evil that is happening because of it should be

borne by the hypocrites and their blind followers on the Day of Judgment.
To put it brief, the read, touched and heard Book will witness and argue against the Muslims
who are the true disbelievers, and will push them into the Hell. See the explanation 4: 159–
160, 6: 91–92, 119.
145. You say: I do not find in what has been inspired into me as forbidden food for eating,
unless the dead, or flowing blood or flesh of pigs, then that is filthy, or inducing hypocrisy
set apart for other than Lord Allah; then anyone who is forced without craving and without
transgressing due limits, then indeed your Lord is the Oft–forgiving, the Merciful.
Here in this verse the things set apart besides Lord Allah are told together with pork meat, and
both are filthy and are inducing for transgression. Generally, Muslims are considering the meat
of dead, flowing blood and pork meat as forbidden. But they are eating the meat and other
food items set apart to others than Lord Allah by hiding and rejecting these verses. So at the
death time of each and every one Lord will tell him/ her that you were among the disbelievers
as told in the verses 39: 58–59, and they will be dragged in to the Hellfire on their faces as told
in the verses 25: 33–34. See the explanation 2: 173, 6: 93–94.
146. And upon those who became Jews We had forbidden each and every animal having un
divided hoof, and from the oxen and sheep We have forbidden the fats of both except what
is located on their backs of both or intestines or what is mingled with their bones; that is
how We rewarded them because of their insolence, and indeed We are the Truthful.
In Islam – the natural religion as explained in the verse 3: 19 –all forbidden things are the
same in every period. Impartial Lord Allah sent down the Book periodically through 313
Messengers for reminding mankind the commands and prohibitions of Lord. But the human
devil hypocrites who are knowingly hiding, misinterpreting and distorting the verses according
to their whims are pleasing and satisfying Satan – the rebel of Lord. Moosa and Jesus also
came in Islam, but the Jews by deviating from the real way of life became to know as Jews ,
and they made laws and regulations according to their whim and will which is just opposite to
the teaching of Lord s Book as explained in the verse 3: 93 and 4: 160–161. Jesus also called
the people into Lord Allah alone with the Book named Injeel , and it was testifying upright
parts of previous Book Thourath revealed to Moosa as explained in the verse 3: 49–50. By
hiding and rejecting Lord s Book those people were also deviated from the Straightpath. Later
Lord of the universe sent Muhammed as last Messenger and Prophet as sealing for Prophets
as told in the verse 33: 40. After the 30 years of his departure Islam was deviated and 999 out
of 1000 Muslims became the hypocritical disbelievers and Mushrik disbelievers as explained in
the verses 4: 140 and 150–151. By hiding and rejecting Lord s Speech Adhikr today the
nominal Muslims have become transgressors and Kuffars as explained in the verse 1: 7.
Without Adhikr– the Permission mentioned in 27 verses such as 2: 255, 10: 100; 14: 1; 22: 65–
no one can become believer, and no prayer will be responded, and all the deeds will become

futile as explained in the verse 2: 186. These aimless, heedless as well as worthless people will
get Hell fire as fine for living in this world aimlessly and heedlessly as told in the verse 25: 65–
66. Since Adhikr is the Balance and Trust, Food, Cloth and Sight of human soul, Muslims who
are neither utilizing It nor are giving It to other people to utilize should bear the burden of all
sufferings and disasters affected to any creature in this world as explained in the verses 6: 26–
28. See the explanation 4: 137– 139 and 5: 48.
147. Then if they reject you, then you say your Lord is having wide Mercy, and His scourge
will not be turned from the Mujirim people.
Prophet and thereby the believers are commanded to say to the people who reject him that
Your Lord is full of Mercy, but He will take revenge to the wrong doing Mujirims as explained
in the verses 6: 47 and 55. Today among the community of Messenger Muhammed Muslims
are only reading and hearing all these verses, but they by rejecting Adhikr– the Three Time
Knowledge– are not following Messenger Muhammed or any other Messenger or prophet,
instead they are following 29 pseudo–prophets and are welcoming the 30th pseudo–prophet
Antichrist as explained in the verse 2: 15. Mujirims mentioned in 50 verses in Lord s Book
include both the hypocrites and their blind followers who are only from Muslims. See the
explanation 2: 251; 4: 43–44 and 6: 20.
148. Those who associate others in Allah say; if Allah had wished, neither we nor our
forefathers would have associated anything with Him and would not have forbidden
anything . Just like that those before them reject us until they tasted Our scourge; you ask:
Have anything with you from the knowledge, if so you produce it for us; indeed you are not
following except conjecture; indeed you are nothing except in confusion.
It is told in the verse 16: 35 the Maccan pagans saying as if Lord Allah had wished neither we
nor our forefathers would have served anything besides Him, nor would we have forbidden
anything besides His forbidding ; thus those before them also had done! Then is there upon
the Messengers any responsibility except conveying the Message clearly?
The habit and character of the Mushrik people during the period of every Messenger is told
through the verse 10: 18 as they are serving others besides Lord Allah which do not benefit or
harm to them, and they are saying that they are the intercessors for us near Lord Allah . Allah
commands Messengers to ask are you informing Allah with what He doesn t know in the
Heaven and Earth? Glory be to Him– the Highest– about what they are associating with .
Through the verse 49: 16 Prophet and believers are commanded to ask the Muslims –true
disbelievers and Mushriks as are you teaching Lord Allah your religion, while Allah knows
whatever is in the Heaven and Earth, and Allah is the Knower of each and everything?
Today Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses, but by rejecting Adhikr– the
Knowledge– mentioned in 61 places such as 7: 52; 22: 8, 38; 17: 107 they are following
conjectures and are having only confusions. Any believer if obeys any of these Muslims, he will

make stray the believer from the Straightpath as explained in the verse 6: 116, and will
become wrongdoer and transgressor as told in the verse 9: 23–24, and he will abide in the
hell. These Mujirims without utilizing intelligence are not considering Lord of the Universe as
Impartial, and Adhikr as Lord s Speech as explained in the verses 4: 78–79. They are saying that
the hell and Paradise are with Lord Allah, and He is giving it according to His choice and
intention, and we have not any right for deciding and earning our decree. They are entrapped
by the Satan as explained in the verse 4: 118. See the explanation 2: 286; 4: 48 and 6: 14.
149. You say: Then Allah has the final argument, so if He had wished, certainly He would
have guided you all.
Adhikr is formed today as a splendid Book. It is the Proof to anyone who is following and
testifying It as explained in the verse 4: 174–175. It will argue and witness in favor for the one
who is testifying and conveying It for entire mankind as explained in the verses 6: 89–90,
whereas It will witness and argue against the hypocrites and their blind followers. Without
admitting that I was a disbeliever, no one will be entered in to the Hell as explained in the
verse 6: 130. There are seven verses in Lord s Book which say that Lord will fill the Hell with
Jinn and mankind altogether . So whoever whether male or female from mankind if utilizes
the Insight Adhikr can change his decree from the ledger Sijjeen mentioned in the verse 83: 7
in to Ledger Illiyeen mentioned in the verse 83: 18 as explained in the verse 6: 104. Impartial
Lord, Messenger, Prophet or any believer can t guide or stray anyone as explained in the verse
2: 119. See the explanation 2: 256– 257; 3: 79, 185.
150. You ask: Are there witnesses for you witnessing that indeed Allah has forbidden this?
Then if they witness, you should not witness with them, and you shouldn t follow the whims
of those who are rejecting Our verses, and those who are not believing with the Hereafter,
and who are making equal to their Lord.
Today the odd believer is commanded to ask the hypocrites who are hiding Lord Allah,
Prophets as well as The Witness Adhikr – and to the Mushriks who are accepting others equal
to Lord Allah as is there among you witnesses for witnessing that Allah has forbidden so and
so food things . By rejecting Adhikr these worthless people if are witnessing falsely so, the
believer should not accept their witnesses because they are not believing with the Hereafter
as they are aimless and heedless. About them it is told in the verses 7: 179 and 25: 43–44 that
they are like cattle, and are even more strayed than them. Through the verse 33: 1 and 48 the
Prophet and today the believer are commanded not to obey the hypocrites and their blind
following disbelievers. See the explanation 6:1, 19; 4: 151.
151. You Say: You come, I will explain what your Lord has forbidden upon you, you should
not associate anything with Him, and treat your parents with the Best Book Husna, you
should not kill your children because of poverty, We are providing sustenance for you as
well as for them, and you should not approach to shameful things whether open or secret
from it and you should not kill any soul which Allah has forbidden except with Truth; with

that He is instructing you so that you may think utilizing intelligence.
Today Muslims – the true disbelievers– are following the footsteps of Satan as explained in the
verses 2: 168–169. Since Lord of Universe is the Owner of both the parents and children, and
no one has the freedom to select his birth of era, nation, community, caste, parents, sex, color
etc. it is very serious offense near Lord Allah to kill any soul as explained in the verse 5: 32. The
odd believer who is lives testifying the Best Book Husna only accepts Lord s instructions in
the whole life, whereas all the Muslims who are the worst creatures and are deaf and dumb
neither utilize and testify the Book Adhikr nor inform about it to others. They are the Mujirims
without utilizing the intelligence as explained in the verse 2: 44.
It is told in the verse 29: 45 that indeed the prayer should prevent one from the shameful and
forbidden things. But today since the hypocrites and their blind followers are performing
prayer bodily without participating their soul, their prayer instead of preventing forbidden
activities are causing to increase shameful and forbidden things. See the explanation 4: 36–37;
6: 36.
152. And you should not approach the properties of orphan except in the best manner until
he attains maturity, you fulfill measure and weight with justice, We do not assign any soul
except it can cope with. Whenever you speak, be just even though it concerns a close
relative, you fulfill your covenant made with Allah, with that that He is instructing you so
that you may become remembering.
Through this verse Lord commands not to approach the property of orphans except in the best
manner, and to fulfill the covenant because it will be questioned about the covenant on the
Day of Judgment as told in the verse 17: 34. See the explanation 4: 6–10.
Believer is the one who is living always and everywhere under the Light of the Best Book
Husna, and he is only fulfilling the covenant made with Lord as explained in the verses 2: 26–
27. It is commanded to fulfill the measures and weights under the shadow of Adhikr, the
Justice. But the Fujjar (Book reading Fajir+ Kafir) whose ledger is in Sijjeen make reduce in
weight and measurement throughout the life rejecting the verses 83: 1–3 and 7, and so their
destiny is the Hades as told in the verse 82: 14.
Three Time Knower Lord Allah has not assigned upon anyone except what he/she can cope
with. So the mistakes happening from anyone unintentionally during measuring and weighing
may be forgiven as explained in the verse 4: 17. See the explanation 4: 29 and 2: 286. Any one
does any great sin deliberately witnessing his soul he should give ransom in order to rectify
and to forgive it as explained in the verses 4: 31 and 145–146.
The hypocrites are knowingly hiding Lord s Book from entire mankind so that they will enter
bottom of the Hell even without trial as explained in the verse 4: 145. But they can become
believer by following the four conditions explained in the verse 4: 146. The believer should
remind others about Adhikr and the aim of life even if it is to the near relatives, then only
harmony of mankind as well as peaceful tranquil life can be formed. The believer should also

talk to the hypocrites the words penetrating to their inner soul as explained in the verse 4: 63.
See the explanation 2: 152; 3: 191 and 4: 135.
153. And indeed, this is My Straight path, so you follow It and you should not follow other
paths which will divert you from His path; with it He instructs you so that you may become
the heedful.
Lord s Book Adhikr is the Straightpath mentioned in 31 verses such as 2: 142; 3: 51; 4: 68 as
explained in the verses 2: 141 and 6: 126. That is the only way to Lord Allah which leads to the
Paradise, while all other ways apart from the Lord s Book Adhikr are the ways of Satan which
lead in to his house Hellfire. The believer one in thousand will follow Adhikr– The Guidance––
in every sect of his life as explained in the verse 2: 2. Such a believer when recites the verse 1:
7 remembers by mind not to involve in the curse affected hypocrites and their strayed blind
followers. See the explanation 1: 5; 4: 68–70 and 5: 15–16.
154. Then We had given Moosa the Book for completing upon the one who is doing best,
and explaining each and everything, Guidance and Mercy, so that they may become
believing with the meeting of their Lord.
The Book given to Moosa was also Adhikr with which one who is doing best deeds can confirm
and complete his good deeds. It also explains each and everything and was Guidance as well
as Mercy for the believer having confirmed belief with the meeting of his Lord. The Splendid
Book Adhikr revealed to Messenger Muhammed which testifies and Safeguards all 312 Books
revealed before and their upright explanation is the final version of Lord s Book. It is the Ticket
to the paradise and Safeguard from all disasters, calamities as well as from the hellfire as
explained in the verses 6: 7 and 5: 48. It is the Wise Reminder for entire mankind as explained
in the verses 3: 58 and 6: 90. But the Muslims– the worst creatures– will not hear Adhikr even
though they have hearing faculty, and will not talk about It even though they have speaking
ability. Such hypocrites and their blind followers will be gathered in the Hell as deaf, dumb and
blind as explained in the verse 4: 82. See the explanation 2: 121; 6: 26 and 38.
155. And this is a Book We have sent down it blessed, then you follow It and you become
heedful so that you may receive the Mercy.
Adhikr is the Blessed Book, the Safeguard of which is under taken by the Lord of universe who
is Blessed as explained in the verses 6: 92. It is the Bounty, Mercy and the Best Interpretation
of Lord s Book. So anyone if wants to get Mercy of Lord, he should follow It and should
become heedful.
156. Lest you say: Indeed the Book was sent down upon two factions before us, and we
were heedless of about the teaching of them.
The language of Lord s Book revealed to Muhammed is Arabic for not to say the people of
Messenger Muhammed during his period that the Book sent down before was not in our
language and so we are heedless about Its teaching. During prophet s time even a single copy
of Lord s Book was not available as codified. Today the Splendid Book Adhikr which has 40

names is formed in 3 Volumes in Malayalam Language and One volume in Arabic and English
so that no one can say that we were heedless about Lord s Book since It was in Arabic
Language as explained in the verse 6: 105. See the explanation 6: 7; 3: 138.
157. Or lest you say: Indeed, if the Book had been sent down upon us, certainly we would
have been best guided than them. Surely then an Evidence is come to you from your Lord as
Guidance and Mercy, then Who is most unjust than the one who rejects Allah s verses and
turns away from them, We will reward those who are turning away from Our verses with
the evil punishment because of they were turning back.
The latest Book Adhikr from Lord is entrusted to the Muslim people of Messenger Muhammed
as told in the verse 35: 32 in order to become the most guided and also to utilize It as
Guidance, Proof and Evidence as explained in the verse 3: 110. After 30 years of prophet s
departure Muslims all over the world by hiding and rejecting It are learning, teaching and
following books written by 29 pseudo–prophets and the hypocrites as explained in the verses
2: 78–79. To those who are not utilizing, following and not giving to other people Adhikr,
hellfire is promised as explained in the verses 4: 17–18 and 6: 26–27. Read together 28: 48–50.
See the explanation 6: 6, 133; 3: 90–91.
158. What they are waiting except the Angels come to them or your Lord comes, or some of
your Lord s signs come? On the Day when some of your Lord s signs come, belief in them will
not benefit to any soul who has not believed in them before, or its belief not earned any
good; you Say: You wait, indeed we are also waiting.
In the case of individual the Day Allah comes means his death, while for entire mankind it is
the Day of Judgment. The coming of the Angels happens on the death for individual whereas
it is the sending down of the punishment for the people, and the Doom s day for the entire
mankind. Read together 23: 99–100; 25: 21–30 and 39: 55–59. As far as the people is
concerned some signs from your Lord means the punishment such as draught, epidemics,
Earthquake, scarcity, disturbances with locust and lice, war, flood, cyclone, Tsunami etc,
whereas for the entire mankind it is the ten important crucial symptoms of Dooms day.
Prophet taught that Last hour will not happen till those ten signs are appeared. They are rising
of the sun from the west as explained in the verse 2: 258, smoke which will spread throughout
the Earth as explained in the verse 44: 10, coming of monster saying that indeed the mankind
are not having confirmed belief with Lord s verses as explained in the verse 27: 82, spreading
of Gog and Magog as explained in the verse 21: 96 and 18: 94, emerging of Satan Antichrist
and second coming of Jesus as explained in the verse 4: 159, downing the earth to deepness in
three places (one in east, other in the west, and third in Arabian peninsula) as warned through
the verses 16: 45; 28: 81 and 67: 16, and the fire from Yemen leading the people to
Mahshara (Summoning place for the Day of Judgment) as explained in the verses 21: 97 and
23: 104. By the appearance of any of the ten crucial signs no soul will be benefited with its
belief since the doors of repentance will be closed for ever. Any soul who has not believed in
them before or its belief has not earned any good mentioned in the verse is about the
hypocrites and their blind followers. Since they are reading these verses without testifying any

verse of It, they cannot form real belief. These people by forgetting Adhikr–The Three Time
Knowledge– have become worthless as explained in the verses 3: 196–197. They will accept
Antichrist Kafir Satan as the Prophet at first for getting water and food, and Later even as lord.
They will enjoy his Paradise for one and a quarter year as explained in the verse 2: 103. By the
second coming of Jesus and killing of Antichrist, all other people will approve Islam. Then the
hypocrites, 70, 000 soldiers of Anti Christ and those who are having doubt diseases in the
heart will be killed as explained in the verse 4: 91.
Today the aimless hypocrites and their blind followers are reading these verses. The Angels
take back the spirit (life+soul) of believer who fulfills the aim of life softly and they will die
seeing the Lord Brightly and Pleasantly with the soul, whereas of all other Muslims the Angels
take back their spirit roughly and rudely as explained in the verses 6: 93–94, and they will see
Kafir Satan sadly and grievously as explained in the verses 4: 32 and 6: 62. See the explanation
6: 110–112.
159. Indeed, those who are dividing their religion and became sects, you have nothing to do
with them, indeed their case returns in to Allah, then He will notify them with whatever
they have been working.
Today Muslims all over the world are only reading these verses. But they are divided in to so
many groups by rejecting Adhikr, and thus they became true disbelievers as explained in the
verse 4: 150–151. The Three Time Knower Lord will not notify anyone what he/she had been
doing in this world, instead their recording Book fastened around everyone s neck will be
produced and will be told You read your recording Book, today you yourselves are enough for
your reckoning as explained in the verse 2: 148.
To put it brief, no male or female from Muslims can become believer except with Adhikr –The
Truth– as explained in the verses 3: 102–103. Believer always Glorify Lord as Glory is the One
who is enough to acquaint the offenses of His servants testifying the verse 25: 58, and also
Glory be the One who is acquainted and observer of His servants offenses testifying the verse
17: 17. Hypocrites and their blind followers are the Mujirims serving Satan who will be
dragged on their faces in to the hellfire as told in the verses 25: 33–34. See the explanation 2:
85, 176; 5: 105.
160. Whoever comes with a good deed, then he will have ten times good, and whoever
comes with an evil, he will not be rewarded except similar to it, and they will not be
wronged.
It is told in the verse 40: 40 that whoever does an evil deed, he will not be rewarded except
with similar of it, whereas whoever does a righteous deed provided that he is a believer; then
such will be entered in the Paradise, they will be nourished in It without any measure. It is told
in the verse 4: 124 that whoever does righteous deeds from among male or female, and he is
a believer, such will enter the Paradise, and they will not be wronged a bit. Good deed means
any deed under the Light and Proof of the Best Book Husna as explained in the verses 4: 174–

175. Without being a believer with It no male or female can enter the Paradise. But if anyone
did not get Adhikr–The Truth– but are doing good deeds believing with the Lord of the World,
upon them there is no fear, nor grieves as explained in the verse 2: 62. Any Muslim after
receiving Lord s Book if are not utilizing It and are not giving to others to utilize, at the time of
his death Lord will tell him you were among disbelievers as explained in the verse 4: 70. They
will get hell as fine for living in this fourth face as heedless and aimless as explained in the
verse 4: 161. See the explanation 2: 261; 3: 27; 4: 100 and 6: 130.
161. You say: Indeed, my Lord has guided me in to the Straightpath, the straight way of life,
the fundamental way of Ibrahim the upright, and he was not among the Mushriks.
Adhikr is the Straightpath as explained in the verse 6: 153, and so whoever follows and
testifies It, he can enter to the Straightpath. That is the only way of life Lord of the World
satisfied from the first man Adam to the last as explained in the verses 3: 19 and 85. Ibrahim
who is known as the Father of Prophets as explained in the verses 2: 122–123 stood firmly and
uprightly in the Straightpath. Messenger Muhammed and believers are also commanded to
follow his way of life as explained in the verses 2: 135–136. It is told in the verse 16: 120 that
indeed Ibrahim alone was a community, the upright who devoted for Allah and he was not
among the Mushriks; and through the verse 16: 123 it is told that We have inspired to you that
indeed you should follow the fundamental ways of Ibrahim– the Upright, and he was not
among Mushriks. Today Muslims are not following Messenger Muhammed or any other
Prophet, instead they are following 29 pseudo–prophets and are welcoming 30th pseudo–
prophet Antichrist. They will be gathered in the hellfire as deaf, dumb and blind since they
have a veil on their eyes about Lord s Book Dhikree and are not ready to hear It as told in the
verse 18: 101. Read together 2: 278. See the explanation 3:101; 6: 79; 4: 70.
162. You say; indeed my prayer, my devotion, my living and my death are for Allah, the
Lord of the Worlds.
Believer only has the real concept about Lord Allah as Lord s Book Adhikr submits, and so
while reciting the verse 1: 4 we do serve only for You, and we do seek help only from You he
remembers that My life is exclusively to Lord Allah even if the disbelievers are hating it. He will
exist in that awareness in every standing, sitting and laying as explained in the verses 2: 152
and 3: 190–191. He is believing that the spirit (soul + Life) of every creature is from the Lord of
the Worlds, and body is made with mingling of sperm from male and ovum from female as
told in the verse 76: 2. He always declares by mind that I am not, and I have nothing as my
own, everything is from the Lord of the Universe . Since today Adhikr –the Wise reminder– is
formed as a Book he will serve the Impartial Lord by conveying His Message throughout the
world so that Lord will help him back as explained in the verse 2: 157.
The word Nusuk means devotion, ceremony and sacrifice. As explained in the verse 2: 128
both Ibrahim and his son Ismael prayed as Our Lord! You make both of us submitted whole to
You, and from our offspring as submitted whole for You, and You show us our ceremonies, You

turn upon us, indeed You are oft turning, the Merciful. Worship means to serve, ie. to live for
Lord Allah. But the disbelievers foretold by Messenger Muhammed while he was in Mecca
being the explanation of the verse 3: 10, and the wrong doers mentioned in the verse 29: 49
are repudiating with the verses of Lord s Book by giving the meaning ceremony for the word
worship. See the explanation 1: 1; 2: 130–131 and 146.
163. He has no associates , with It I am commanded, and I am the first among the Muslims–
who submitted whole to Lord.
Lord of the Universe has not any patron, associate or intercessor as explained in the verse 6:
56, and He is the Three Time Knower who has encompassed and acquainted each and
everything in the universe, and He is Oft Observer without having sleep or slumber as
explained in the verse 2: 255. Only the believer who has transformed his soul mate into a
believer with Adhikr– The Truth– can become real Muslim who submitted all to his Lord as
explained in the verses 2: 132 and 3: 102. Among mankind only the man and woman who are
having the character and features prescribed in the verse 33: 35 will prosper as explained in
the verse 3: 43, and such are the best creatures in the land as explained in the verse 4: 57. The
human devil hypocrites and their blind following Mushriks who are attributing associates and
intercessors to the Lord of Universe are the worst creatures in the land as explained in the
verse 4: 1 and 16. See the explanation 1: 7; 4: 118; 6: 88–90.
164. You ask: Do I seek Lord besides Allah while He is the Lord of each and everything, and is
not earning each soul except upon it? No bearer of burden will bear the burden of others,
then your returning will be in to your Lord, then He will notify you with whatever you have
been differing about.
Prophets and believers are only believing with Lord Allah as submitted by 6236 verses of Lord s
Book, and are considering and accepting Lord Allah as Impartial, the Owner and Protector of
everyone as explained in the verse 2: 257 and 6: 14.
The aim of Life is to identify Lord Allah and to prepare Paradise in the fourth phase in order to
inherit it in the seventh phase as explained in the verses 3: 133–136. Only one in thousand
believer who holdfasts Lord Allah by hold fasting Unbreakable Rope Adhikr as explained in the
verse 2: 256 fulfills the aim of life. The believer should confirm from here that he is a believer
utilizing Adhikr –The Confirming Truth– as explained in the verse 4: 158. All other Muslims
who are reading these verses but are hiding and rejecting the Best Interpretation of Lord s
Book Adhikr –the Truth– are earning hellfire here. They are aimless and heedless who will be
filled in the hell coincided with the sexual organs of different males and females as explained
in the verse 6: 28. It is told in this verse that no bearer of burden will bear burdens of others.
But the forerunner who judges in his/ her individual, family as well as social life with Adhikr–
The Justice– from this world itself, he/ she will enter the Paradise without trial. And so the
Safeguard Adhikr will intercede for him, and will make influence for him to intercede for
others as explained in the verse 3: 79 and 108.

The believer who will get the recorded Book in his right hand can enter the Paradise after the
trial. The hypocrites who will enter the hell even without trial will abide in the bottom of it
forever, whereas their followers common Muslims who will get recorded Book in the left hand
will be led to the Hell after trial by witnessing that they were disbelievers. These common
Muslims may be got out of the hell after their prescribed punishment is completed by
interceding with the relatives of them in the Paradise. In any case the hypocrites will not be
got out of the hell at any time. The verses 17: 15; 35: 18; 39: 7 and 53: 38 are also having the
message no bearer of burden will bear the burden of others . Each one came from the Lord of
Universe individually, and everyone will be returning in to Him individually for judgment as
explained in the verses 6: 93–94. See the explanation 2: 213, 220; 3: 85–86.
165. He is the One Who has made you vicegerents on Earth, and He raised some of your
ranks above some of others in order to test you in what He has provided to you, indeed your
Lord is swift in torment, and indeed He is the Forgiving the Merciful.
The hypocrites and their blind followers who are reading Lord s Book are aimless and heedless
by hiding and rejecting Adhikr which is the Balance and Trust to keep Universe in its
equilibrium. They are the vicegerents of Satan who is the rebel of Lord since they do not utilize
Adhikr as the Safeguard against all calamities, disasters, and hellfire, as well as the only Ticket
to return to the Paradise as explained in the verse 5: 48. The believer only bears vicegerents of
the Believer Lord Allah by hold fasting Adhikr–the Safeguard. He will help Lord by conveying
His Message to entire world irrespective of nation or religion as told in the verses 22: 40 and
47: 7. The decree from Impartial Lord is that only one in thousand will return to the Paradise
as explained in the verse 4: 118. It is told in the verse 76: 3 that Lord has created mankind
from the mingling of sperm from man and ovum from woman in order that We have to test
them, for that We have given him the faculty of Hearing and Sight. So the believer conceived
the aim of life conveys Adhikr –The Best Book Husna– aiming to form the harmony of mankind
and to utilize It as the strongest weapon against terrorism, bloodshed, and all such
mischievous activities. He will do strongest Jihad against the hypocrites and Kuffar as
explained in the verse 2: 145. He is always in the awareness that on the Day of Judgment
about every blessing will be questioned as told in the verse 102: 8. So he will engage in
planting trees and organic farming in order to benefit for the 1000 communities of Lord s
creatures intending to get the reward of their praising and glorification of the Lord. See the
explanation 1: 2; 2: 30, 166–167.
__________

